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Sununary

SUMMARY

A two-way conununication channel is a channel having two terminals and each

terminal has an input alphabet and an output alphabet. All channels in this

report are ternary which means that all alphabets are {O.1.2} of size 3. The

second constraint is that channels are deterministic which means that an input

pair (X1X2 ) uniquely determines an output pair (Y
1
Y

2
).

By defining a channel to be interesting if its capacity region is not trivial

or equal to the capacity region of one of its part-patterns. we were able to

reduce the number of interesting tdTWC's from 322 to 168. An attempt is made

to reduce this number even more by trying to prove some relation between

Shannonbounds and capacity region.

For a total of five of the interesting channels Shannon and Markov strategies

and outerbounds were computed. For all these channels the gap between inner

bound (Markov strategy) and outerbound is greatly reduced compared to

Shannon's bounds. In studying these Markov strategies we see emerging two

classes of them. the first with BMC-like structure and the second more complex

and also increasing in rate as states are added to the strategy.

In general i t appears that asynunetric channels are more difficul t than are

synunetric channels.

Finally an attempt is made to find a new outerbound for synunetric channels in

their equal rate point improving upon all outerbounds known.

- i -
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Chapter 1 Introduction

OIAPTER 1. INTRonUCfION

1.1 Two-way communication channels

A Two-Way Communication System is shown in figure 1.3. The center part of

this system is the !wo-!ay Communication Çhannel (TWC) as shown in figure

l.l.a. This Two-Way Channel is the part of the system which we have

knowledge about but cannot alter.

Xl
I I One-Way Channel I

Y2

T T21 Yl

I I(
x2

( One-Way Channel

( b )

2

Xl x2

Tl Two-Way Channel T
Yl Y2

( a )

Figure 1.1: Model of a Two-Way Channel (a) and two parallel One-Way

Channels (b)

A Two-Way Communication Channel consists of two terminals Tl and T2 . The

Each terminal now transmits a symbol X., i E {1,2} of
1

input alphabets at terminal Tl respectively T2 are Al =

= {O, .. , IA21-l}.

= {O. . . , IB2 I-I} .

and the output alphabets are BI =

{O •..• lAl 1-1 }

{o •.. , IBll-l}

and

and

its input alphabet A. and observes a symbol y. of its output alphabet B..
111

The Two-Way Channel can now be described by a transi tion probabili ty

distribution P(YlY2Ixlx2)' The channels in this report are assumed

memoryless so previous inputs and outputs do not influence current outputs.

For an example of a channel with memory [Sch87] is suggested reading.

- 1 -



Chapter 1 Introduction

Ir the aforementioned transi tion probabi 11 ty distribution is of the form

P(YlY2IXIX2) = p(Yllx2)P(Y2Ixl) then the output YI (Y2) at terminal Tl (T2 )

is independent of the input xl (x2) at terminal Tl (T2 ) and the Two-Way

Channel can be described as two independent One-Way Channels (see figure

l.l.b).

T-channel

y I y

Figure 1.2: Model of a Single-OUtput Two-Way Channel. also T-channel.

A special class of TWC's are single output- or T-channels (figure 1.2). In

T-channels both terminals observe the same output, so YI = Y2 = y.

1.2 Block codes and capacity region

The complete Two-Way Communication System consists, apart from the Two-Way

Channel. of a set of encoding and decoding functions at either side of the

channel.

n

I Encoder 1 I Xl X2 I Encoder 2 I

I I
lY~

TWC I I
I Y~I I

I Decoder 1 I I Decoder 2 I

n

Figure 1.3: Two-Way Communication System.

The sources at terminals Tl and T2 generate messages 91 € Cl = {O •...MI-I}

- 2 -



Chapter 1 Introduction

respectively 92 € C2 = {O...• M2-1}. These messages 91 and 92 are indepen-

If these messages are transmitted during

dent and uniformly distributed. Now each encoder sends a

{1.2}. according to the message 9.
I

t
Ti where z stands for (zl •..• Zt).

and the received vector

b I i €sym 0 Xij'

j-1
Yi at terminal

n transmissions. using a block code of length n. each encoder is uniquely

determined by a set of n encoding functions

i-I ( 1.2. la)xli = Fli (91 ·Y1 )

i-I (1.2.1b)x2i = F2i (92 ·Y2 )

i € {l, ... n}

The decoders estimate the message sent at the other terminal using their

own message and the complete received vector of length n at their terminal.

The decoding functions are now defined as follows

The rates of these coding strategies are defined as

= H(9 t )

n

H(9.) = \' -P(m .. ) log P(m .. ). i € {1,2}
I L IJ IJ

mi .€C.
J I

- 3 -
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Chapter 1 Introduction

The probabilities of decoding a message in error are defined as

"
Pe12 = P(81 ~ 81)

"
Pe21 = P(82 ~ 82)

(1.2.480)

(1.2.4b)

Definition: For any Eo > 0, a pair (R12 ,R21 ) is said to belong to the

capacity region C of a channel if there exists a block code and decoding

system, specified by equations (1.2.1) and (1.2.2), for the channel with

* *signaling rates R12 and R21 satisfying

IR12 - R72 1 < Eo (1.2.580)

IR21 - R;1 1 < Eo (1.2.5b)

Pe12 < Eo (1.2.5c)

Pe21 < Eo (1.2.5d)

for any Eo > 0

Having described this codes he has thus given an algorithm for determining

the capaci ty region of an arbi trary Two-Way Channel. However since the

computational complexity increases exponentially with the blocklength n it

is practically impossible to compute capacity this way. In order to be able

to say at least something about the capacity region Shannon introduced an

inner- and outerbound to the capacity region.

- 4 -



Chapter 1

1.3 Shannon bounds and strategies

Introduction

For every Two-Way Channel an innerbound to the capacity region is given by

Gi = co{(R12 ,R21 ) I 0 ~ R12 ~ I(X1:Y2IX2)'

o ~ R21 ~ I(X2:Y1IX1)'

P(X1X2 ) = P(X1)P(X2 ) }

where: co denotes Convex Closure

I(x:Ylz) =l P(xyz) Log[~]
xyz € XxYxZ

(1.3.1)

We see toot in Shannon' s innerbound there is no dependence wOOtsoever

between the inputs Xl and X2 . An outerbound to the capacity region is given

by

Go = {(R12 ,R21 ) I 0 ~ R12 ~ I(X1:Y2IX2)'

o ~ R21 ~ I(X2 :Y1 lXI)'

arbitrary P(X1X2 ) } (1.3.2)

Here dependence between inputs Xl and X2 can be chosen arbitrarily in order

to maximize the information rates I(X1:Y2IX2) and I(~:Y1IX1)' In most

cases i t is not possible to find Shannon strategies toot can build up

exactly the dependence between the two inputs as found in an outerbound

situation. For the capacity region C, Shannon shows toot

G. C C C G
1 0

In cases where Shannon's inner- and outerbound coincide capacity is thus

- 5 -



Chapter 1 Introduction

lmown. There is however no channel lmown to date for which the eapaci ty

region is lmown when it doesn't equal Shannon's innerbound.

Now Shannon introduces a series of derived channels Kl' K2 ,··, Kn given a

memoryless Two-Way Channel we eall K, being memoryless also. The channel Kl

equals K, but K is one whose input symbols actually are strategies for
n

working with K for a block of n input symbols.

The input symbols at terminal i for K2 , for instance, consists of

the

andsymbol

1x. and
1

111 1
[xi,fi(xi'Yi)] where xi represents the first transmitted

f. (X~ ,y~) is any function from the first transmi tted symbol
111

first received symbol y~. Thus the channel K is the channel corresponding
1 n

to n uses of the channel Kwhere the subsequent inputs are determined by

the previous inputs and outputs. It is easily seen that as n grows the

number of possible codewords grows exponentially with n. Now in [Sha61] we

see the following theorem.

Theorem: Let R be the lower bound of the eapaci ty region for the derivedn

channel K reduced in scale by a factor l/n. Then as n -+ (Xl the
n

regions R approach a limi t B which includes all the particularn

regions R and is the eapacity region of K.n

We define

(1.3.3a)

(1.3.3b)

Now a Shannon K -strategy is a way of choosing the first transmitted symbol
n

and the functions computing the following symbols given previous inputs and

outputs in such a way that equations (1.3.3) are maximized.

- 6 -



Chapter 1

1.4 Ternary deterministic two-way channels

Introduction

The channels looked at in this report. apart from being memoryless as

mentioned earlier, satisfy two more constraints.

The first constraint is that all the alphabets concerned are ternary. So

the input alphabets Al' A
2

and the output alphabets BI and B2 all are

{O,l,2}. The second constraint is that the channels are deterministic

meaning that the probabil1 ty of an output pair Y1Y2 given an input pair

x1~ is either 0 or 1.

In the following the term ternary deterministic Two-Way Channel is of ten

abbreviated to tdTWC.

A tdTWC can be represented by two matrices, one for the output at either

terminal given the inputs at both terminals (figure 1.4).

X
2

x2

0 1 2 0 1 2

0 0 1 2 0 0 0 1

xl 1 0 2 0 xl 1 1 1 2

2 0 2 1 2 0 1 0

Figure 1.4: Representation of a tdTWC by output matrices.

Another representation is that of a partition pattern (figure 1.5). Here a

vertical parti tion is placed between any two outputs distinguishable to

terminal Tl given its own input. Horizontal partitions are placed between

any two outputs distinguishable to terminal T
2

given its own input. This

must be considered cyclically.

- 7 -
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X2 x2

0 1 2 0 1 2

0 0 1 2 0 0 0 1

xl 1 0 2 0 xl 1 1 1 2

2 10 2 1 2 0 1 -0-

Y1 Y2

~ I

Figure 1.5: Representation of a tdTWC by a partition pattern.

Introduction

By counting the number of possibi I i ties of the entries in the output

2x9matrices Gaal [Gaa85] found that there are 3 = 387 420 489 of these

channels. Gaal now defined two tdTWC's to be equivalent under the

equivalence relation ~ iff one output matrix can be derived from the other

(1): by permutation of the alphabet of one or more of the inputs

or outputs. or

(2): by exchanging the numbering of the terminals. or

(3): by combining operations (1) and (2).

Using this equivalence relation Gaal counted the number of equivalence

classes of ternary deterministic T-channels to be 84.

Jacobs [Jac86] used the representation of partition patterns of tdTWC's to

count the number of equivalence classes. She defined two partition patterns

- 8 -



Chapter 1 Introduction

to be equivalent under equivalence relation ~ iff one partition pattern can

be derived from another

(1): by permutation of the rows and columns of that partition

pattern, or

(2): by exchanging the numbering of the terminals, or

(3): by combining operations (1) and (2).

It is clear that channels equivalent under Gaal's equivalence relation ~

also are equivalent under Jacobs' equivalence relation ~. Jacobs found the

number of equivalence classes of tdTWC's under her equivalence relation ~

to be 322. In [jac86] a representative of each class is given along with

its Shannonbounds.

It should be apparent that two channels equivalent under either equivalence

relation ~ have the same (or reflected) capacity regions.

- 9 -



Chapter 2 Partition patterns and domination

OIAPTER 2. PARTITION PATIERNS AND OOMINATION

2.1 Introduction

Before doing anything else in this chapter we must first define the socalied

part-patterns of a partltion pattern.

Definition 1: A [2.2] part-pattern of a partition pattern is a pattern which

can be obtained from the partition pattern by fixing the

probabilities of one of the inputs at both terminal land

terminal 2 at zero.

Definition 2: A [2.3] ([3.2]) part-pattern of apartion pattern is a pattern

which can be obtained from the partition pattern by fixing the

probability of one of the inputs at terminal 1 (2) at zero.

Figure 2.1 lists a tdTWC with all lts [2.2]. [2.3] and [3.2] part-patterns.

Using these part-patterns we can define domination.

Definition 3: A part-pattern is said to dominate a partition pattern if the

capacity region of the partition pattern (C) is included in the

capacity reglon of the part-pattern (C ). so C CC.pp pp

Different definitions of domination are used in [Jac86]. [Eng87] and [Hei87].

but the above definition seems the only reasonabie.

The objective of this chapter is to count the number of interesting tdTWC's.

As we have seen at the end of the previous chapter,the number of equivalence

classes of tdTWC's is 322. When viewing the representatives and Shannonbounds

of all these classes, the question arises how many of these channels really

are interesting.

- 10 -



Chapter 2 Partition patterns and domination

++ -i--

--1- ----r --1- + -i-
I I I Hut- ~u~ I

----IC
I
I

T
Figure 2.1: A tdTWC with all its [2,2J, [2,3J and [3,2J part-patterns

Al though 'interesting' is rather subjective the reader might agree wi th the

following definition of interesting channels.

A channel (which can be a representative of a certain equivalence class, or a

[2,2J- [2,3J- or [3,2J part-pattern) is called interesting when it answers up

to all of the following conditions:

(1): Shannon's inner- and outerbound do not coincide, because in this

case the capacity region is already known.

(2): The partition pattern does not contain only rectangular

(independent) structures, because then the capacity region

equals Shannon's innerbound ([Hek85J).

(3): If several partition patterns are dominated by the same part

pattern, then only this part-pattern is interesting.

- 11 -



Chapter 2 Partition patterns and domination

Now some rules for domination are given. most of which are stated wi thout

proof. Ir the proof however differs from the one in [JacB6]. [EngB7] or

[HeiB7]. this alternative proof is given.

2.2 Rules for dominated partition patterns

The following rules we call 'Out rules' because they can be used to determine

by which part-pattern a partition pattern is dominated. or which inputs can be

discarded without lowering the capacity region of the channel.

Rule la

Requirements: One of the part-patterns is the [2.2] part-pattern shown in

figure 2.2.la.

- Every row and column of the partition pattern contains at

most two solid partitions.

Capacity Region:

CIa = { (R12 ·R2l ) I o ~ R12 ~

o ~ R2l ~

3 log2.

3 log2 }

Rule lb (lc)

Requirements: - One of the part-patterns is the [3.2] ([2.3]) part-pattern

shown in figure 2.2.lb (2.2.lc).

- Every row (column) contains at most two solid partitions.

- 12 -



Chapter 2

Capacity Region:

Partition patterns and domination

3o ~ R12 ~ log2.

o ~ R21 ~ 1 }

o ~ R12 ~ 1.

3o ~ R21 ~ log2}

+
( a ) ( b ) ( c )

Figure 2.2.1: Part-patterns as referred to by rule 1.

Rule 2

Requirement: The partition pattern contains one of the part-patterns in figure

2.2.2 (or its transposed counterpart).

Capacity Region: The capacity region is the capacity region of the part-

pattern that remains when inputs A and Bare considered as

one super-inpu t.

A B A B A B A B A B---- --.--I I
I I I
I I I

--I--
I --I-- I

I I I I
I I I I--1-- --I--

I
I I I
I I I

Figure 2.2.2: Part-patterns as referred to by rule 2.

- 13 -



Chapter 2

Rule 3

Partition patterns and domination

Requirement: The partition pattern contains one of the [3.2] part-patterns

depicted in figure 2.2.3. or permuted or transposed versions of

them.

Capacity Region: The capacity region of the original partition pattern equals

that of the [3.2] ([2.3]) part-pattern that remains when the

column (row) with the smaller number of partitions is

discarded.

A B A B A B---- --,--I
I I
I I--,-- --1-- ,
I I I
I I I--1-- --1-- --I--
I I I
I , ,

Figure 2.2.3: Part-patterns as referred to by rule 3.

Proof: It is considered trivial that adding partitions to a partition pattern

can never decrease the capaci ty region of the channel under consideration.

Knowing this. add partitions to the partition pattern in order to create one

of the part-patterns depicted in figure 2.2.2 which is always possible. Now we

can use rule 2. and we see that inputs A and B can be regarded as one super-

input. The net effect of these operations amounts to discarding that column

(row) of the part-pattern of figure 2.2.3 under consideration having the

smaller number of partitions. Also trivial is that discarding columns (rows)

can never increase the capacity region of the channel under consideration. and

thus by discarding the column described the capaci ty region of the original

channel must equal that of the remaining part-pattern.

- 14 -
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Chapter 2 Partition patterns and domination

In [HeiS7] two more rules are given (also see seetion 2.4), but his definition

of dominanee is that a partition pattern is dominated when the Shannonbounds

of the original parti tion pattern are included in the Shannonbounds of the

part-pattern. There is, however. no proof that dominanee as defined by him is

equivalent to dominanee as defined here although intuitively one says this is

true. Furthermore he can' t prove the two extra rules mentioned above. The

definition of dominanee in [EngS7] roughly is the same as in [JaeS6], but his

extension to socalied 'dominating part-pattern sets' stands even further from

equivalenee with the definition of dominanee given here.

2.3 The number of interesting tdTWC's

Using the defini tion of interesting ehannels from the previous seetion we

eounted the number of interesting tdTWC's. Appendix B lists them all. while

below the main numbers are given:

Symmetrie T-ehannels

SYmmetrie non T-ehannels

Asymmetrie T-ehannels

Asymmetrie non T-ehannels

11

3

66

SS

Total number of interesting tdTWC's: 16S

We thus have redueed the number of tdTWC's by a factor of roughly two, because

originally we had 364 ehannels (322 partition patterns, 36 [2,3]/[3,2]

part-patterns and 6 [2,2] part-patterns). Sti 11 the number of ehannels is

relatively large, and as matters are now every ehannel must be regarded in

itself if one wants to find Shannon or Markov strategies or evaluate outer-

- 15 -



Chapter 2 Partition patterns and domination

bounds. In the next chapters a start is made by discussing five of our total

of 168 interesting channels.

2.4 Another out-rule from [Hei87]

As mentioned before Van der Heijden ([Hei87]) found two rules for domination

he couldn't prove, and one of those rules is given below.

Rule 5 ([Hei87.Ch.5,PD.61-2])

Requirements: Regard a column (row)

There are no solid partitions in this column (row)

- Every element in this column (row) has a neighbour element

outside this column (row) with no solid partitions in between

them.

Shannonbounds: The Shannonbounds of the tdTWC are the same as the ones of the

part-pattern that remains when zero input probability is

assigned to the column (row) mentioned above.

1

Figure 2.4.1: Partition pattern of S;.5' answering up to the requirements of

Rule 5.

Figure 2.4.1 above shows the partition pattern of S;.5' one of the interesting

- 16 -



Chapter 2 Partition patterns and domination

channels that can be subjected to rule 5. We can prove this rule for inner

bound distributions and make it very plausible for outerbound distributions.

From now on we will assume that it is the column that corresponds to input 0

at terminal 2 (probability PO) that answers up to the requirements of rule 5.

We will start by proving the innerbound part of rule 5. The input probabili

ties of 0, 1 and 2 at terminal land 2 respectively are called ~, q1' q2 and

PO' PI' P2 (also see figure 2.4.1).

Every row contains at most 2 partitions due to the second requirement, so the

rate from terminal 2 to terminal 1 can be written as

(2.4.1)

where: h(p) = -(p)log(p) - (l-p)log(l-p)

Li(g) ~ 0 is the summation of a certain subset of {qO,q1,q2}'

L1(g) and L2 (g) summate over disjoint subsets of {~,q1,q2}.

For the rate vice-versa we know that in column 0 no information is transmitted

so we may write

(2.4.2)

Now suppose input 0 at terminal 2 is used and thus Po > O. Regard the

following three si tuations while keeping in mind that Po + PI + P2 = 1. and

because Po > 0 that PI + P2 ( 1.

- 17 -
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increased because

Partition patterns and domination

add Po to PI' the effect on R21 is that it is

R12 is increased also because

1 1
2) PI ~ 2 and P2 < 2 : add Po to P2 ' analogous to 1) both R12 and R21

are increased by the adding operation.

1 1
3) PI < 2 and P2 < 2 : set PI

h(p) is maximal at P = ~ and R12 is

increased and F1(g) ~ 0 and F2 (g) ~ O.

1= P2 = 2' so R21 is increased because

increased because both PI and P2 are

We have thus shown that if Po is nonzero we can increase both R12 and R21 by

transferring the probabi I i ty weight of input 0 in a way such as described

above so any optimal innerbound pair (R
12

,R
21

) needn't use input O.

Now we will look at the outerbound situation. For the rate from terminalIto

terminal 2 there is no use to assign probabi I i ty weight to the elements in

colunm 0 because no parti tions are placed in i t. For the rate vice-versa

assigning probability weight to column 0 is useless also because in a given

row at least one of the neighbours of column 0 is not separated from colunm 0

by a partition. so possible probability weight in column 0 of that row can be

assigned to the neighbour mentioned above without changing R21 , Vital to the

above discussion is the fact that we can reassign the probability weight in

such a way that both R
12

and R
21

are increased but intuitively one feels this

- 18 -



Chapter 2 Partition patterns and domination

to be possible. Nevertheless. by proving domination with respect to Shannon-

bounds we have no knowledge on the capacity region whatsoever. In the

following section an attempt to find the relationship between Shannonbounds

and capacity region is made.

2.5 Domination and innerbound

Ir we read Shannon's original paper ([Sha6l]) we see that he defines the

series of derived channels Kl' K
2

• . ..• given a memoryless channel K whi Ie

saying that the channel Kl (innerbound) is identical to K and K may be
n

thought of as a channel corresponding to n uses of K. Now suppose our inner-

bound distribution (channel Kl) doesn't use a certain column. Intuitively we

feel that. because Kl is equal to K. the derived channel Kn needn't use that

column ei ther. Here by saying that the derived channel K needn' t use a
n

certain column we mean that to achieve the innerbound of the derived channel

K in none of the n transmissions that column has to be used.n

Now consider a Shannon Kn-strategy wi th the rate R
2l

(n) from terminal 2 to

terminal 1.

R () =1 H(ynl a )21 nnI 1

(2.5.1)

where: yi =1
n-k

Zl =

(Y11 •Y12' ..• Y1i )

(yl(k+l)·yl(k+2)····yln)

- 19 -
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We know that

Partition patterns and domination

So we can write equation (2.5.1) as

(2.5.2)

Now suppose we have a channel for which the innerbound region equals that of

its [3.2] part-pattern that remains when column 0 is not used. then we can

choose the random variabie U as follows:

u = 0 with probability p: Terminal 2 in resolution k only uses the

[3,2] part-pattern that remains when column 0 is not used.

u = 1 with probability 1-p: Terminal 2 can use all three inputs in

resolution no. k.

It is clear that the random variabie U must be dependent on the message 82 and

k-1received vector Y2 at terminal 2. The probability distribution at terminal 1

equals that of the optimal K -strategy whi Ie at terminal 2 if u = 1 the
n

probability distribution also equals that of the optimal K -strategy and if
n

u = 0 the probability distribution is chosen to maximize

sin(a)R12(~) + cos(a)R21 (~). We wi 11 discuss the various parts of equation

(2.5.2) .

- 20 -
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1) H(y~-118l): Deleting column 0 in resolution k (with probability p)

has no effect whatsoever on all previous resolutions.

2) H(Ylkly~-18lU): Because the innerbound resolution doesn't use

column 0 it seems obvious that if we look at resolution k only we needn't use

. I k-l I k-l I k-lcolumn 0 elther, and H(Y lk Yl 8lu=O) = H(Y lk Yl 8l u=1) = H(Ylk Yl 81),

o due to 2).

is this

5) I(U;Z~-kIY~8l): This in fact is the effect of deleting column 0 in

resolution k that gives all the problems. How does deleting column 0 in

n-kl kresolution k influence later resolutions? Ir I(U;Zl Y181) '# 0 i t

mutual information that is lost by deleting column 0 with probability 1 (p=l).

The subdivision in column 0 af ter resolution k or the possible share in the

dependence production by this column we can't model. The only way at present

to say something about this would be to write down an exact channel dependent

expression for I(U;Z~-kIY~8l)' but because we mean to say something about

capacity this would mean that n ~ 00. Here it is that complexity becomes too

n-k
l

k ,large to cope with. so although we believe that I(U;Zl Y18l ) = 0 we can t

prove it.

Now let U again be some random variabie which occurs at resolution k and is

k-ldependent on 82 (and also on Y if the channel is a T-channel). but look at

a code on some MxM square instead of at an innerbound for a Shannon

K -strategy. This random variabie U can be seen as introducing a channeln

parallel to our original channel (also see [Vin83]). Over this parallel

- 21 -
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n-kchannel having input U and output Zl ' the transition probabilities

conditioned on y~-l and al' with mutual information I(U;Z~-(k-1)ly~-la1)' we

transmit the random variabIe U, and af ter decoding U, terminal 1 knows U which

is needed because U appears as a conditioning variabie in H(Z~-(k-1)ly~-la1U).

For the random variabIe U to be transmi tted succesfully over the parallel

channel it is needed that

So for succesfull decoding we must have that

If we look at this equivocation we see that

(4)
~ é log(M2-1) + h(é)

(5)
-+ 0 for n -+ (Xl

- 22 -
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Where the transitions follow from

Partition patterns and domination

k-l(1): U = F(8
2

) (U = F(8
2

,Y ) if the channel is a T-channel)

" n(2): The decoding function: 82 = G(8 I ,YI )

(3): H(A) ~ H(AIB)

(4): Fano's result, with

M
2

= cardinality of random variable 8
2

(5): The definition of capacity: ~ ~ 0 for n ~ 00

We have thus proved that if we choose the random variable U at terminal 2 as

some function of 8
2

(and yk- l if our channel is a T-channel) we can decode U

af ter having received y~ (n ~ 00). The random variabie U is transmi tted

implicitly along with 8
2

to terminal 1. The above discussion only shows that

we can think of transmitting the variabie U, being part of 8
2

, as over some

parallel channel, thus having split the problem of sending the message 8
2

into

two parts. Note that we can rewrite equation (2.5.2) as

if n ~ 00

With the binary erasure multiple access channel this approach works because

both transmitters know U at the time they transmit their kth symbol, whereas

with two-way channels one terminal doesn't know U until it has received all n

(n ~ 00) output symbols.

A possibility for choosing the random variable U would be:

- 23 -
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u = 0: Terminal 2 at resolution k only uses the [3,2] part-pattern

that corresponds to the inputs 0 and l.

u = 1: Terminal 2 at resolution k only uses the [3,2] part-pattern

that corresponds to the inputs 1 and 2.

u = 2: Terminal 2 at resolution k only uses the [3,2] part-pattern

that corresponds to the inputs 0 and 2.

Wi th this choice for U we would sti 11 be able to choose from among three

inputs (u E {O,1,2}) whereas we could improve the rate by then choosing one of

the possible two 'real' inputs as some function of the message to send.

Because however terminal 1 doesn't know U at the time of sending the kth

symbol it can't choose its input probabilities so as to maximize the rate in

both directions, but instead it chooses some constant input probability

distribution. Terminal 2 now, having the freedom to choose U, is able to

increase the rate from terminal 2 to terminal 1 but at the same time is faced

with a decrease in rate vice versa because terminal 1 doesn't (can't)

cooperate. This is the reason why choosing the probabilities P(u = 0),

P(u = 1) and P(u = 2) ourselves can't come up with a rate higher than the

original K -strategy.
n

Tt could however be possible that by choosing U properly we have spI it the

problem in two independent parts, thus giving us a tooI for saying something

about capacity without the high complexity mentioned earlier.
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3.1 Introduction

Strategies for certain tdTWC's

aIAPTER 3. SfRATEGIFS FOR CERTAIN tdTWC'S

In this chapter Shannon and Markov strategies for a few tdTWC's are discussed.

Before doing this. first we must say something about the representation of

these strategies.

Without loss of generality we can represent single messages as subintervals of

the interval [0.1). We can extend this method of representation lrnown from

source-coding to two-way channels by representing a message pair by a message

rectangle of the unit square (figure 3.1.1).

o
o

'i f
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I
I I

e rï---D
1 ... ""- - -

1

1

Figure 3.1.1: Message rectangle as part of the unit square.

As in figure 3.1.1. in the sequel the upperleftmost corner of a shape is the

point (0.0). whereas the lowerrightmost corner is the point (1,1). so when

viewing threshold settings of either Shannon or Markov strategies this defi-

nition must be kept in mind !

Strategies now can be described by subdividing the uni t square. If. for
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Chapter 3 Strategies for certain tdTWC's

example. we look at the ~inary Multiplying Çhannel (BMC) , for which the common

output Y equals the boolean product of the inputs Xl and X2 (Y = X1X2 , Y. Xl

and X
2

€ {O,l}), we see that af ter the first transmission the unit square is

divided into a smaller subsquare (if the received symbol is 1) and an L-shape

(if the received symbol is 0) as shown in figure 3.1.2.

0
X

2 1

0 Y=O Y=O
---

Xl
1 Y=O Y=l

Figure 3.1.2: Subdivision of the unit square by the BMC in one (innerbound)

resolution, into a rectangle and an L-shape.

The Shannon strategies are strategies for working with the derived channels K2

and K
3

. The ~-strategies are computed using the algori thm described in

[Hei87,Ch.3]. In most cases, having viewed the subdivision of the unit square

in a K3-strategy, a K
2
-strategy could be found having lower complexi ty and

higher rate (!) than the corresponding K
3
-strategy.

The Markov strategies in some cases were found using information from the

computed K3-strategies, and in the other cases were found in a way similar to

the strategy for the BMC (see [Sch82]) by using innerbound and outerbound

states together with some intermediate state that lets you adjust the measure

ments of the outerbound shape resul ting from the innerbound state so as to

construct a better outerbound state. Here 'better outerbound state' may sound

contradictory because there only is one outerbound probability distribution as

- 26 -
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you might say. What is meant here. and later on, by an outerbound state is a

state having the same shape as a real outerbound state. The shape of an

(outerbound) state is the shape that is cut out of the uni t square when

several entries in the outerbound (completely dependant) probabi li ty matrix

are made zero, while nothing at all is said about the value of the other non-

zero entries. Making an outerbound state better means that by adjusting

measurements, without altering shape, the rate of the state is increased. This

still doesn't necessarily mean that the resulting state has a rate equal to

outerbound rate. If in the sequel we are talking about the achievable rate

region of a shape, what is meant then is the achievable rate region of that

shape, having optimal measurements, in which only one resolution is performed.

All Markov strategies in this report are bootstrapped. Bootstrapping uses a

result by Slepian and Wolf and is described in [Sch83]. It is impossible at

present to show equivalence between a Shannon strategy and a bootstrapped

Markov strategy which is one of the reasons why it is so difficult to prove

that bootstrapped Markov strategies achieve capaci ty. The main advantage of

bootstrapping I ies in the fact that the rate of a bootstrap-state, which

typically lies below Shannon's innerbound. needn't be included in the overall

rate of the Markov strategy. We see

l q.R.
1 1

i € B
R =

l
(3.1.1)

qi
i € B

where: R = the overall information rate

R. = the rate of state i
1

qi = the stationary probability of state i

B = the set of non-bootstrap states
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Formula (3.1.1) holds for the information rate from terminalito terminal 2

and vice versa.

Bootstrap states can be used to adjust the measurements of a state wi thout

having to notice the typically low rate of such a state directly. Indirectly

these states lower the overall rate because in adjusting the measurements of a

state rectangles are chopped off that state, accounting for a nonzero transi-

tion probability to the innerbound state (pure rectangle).Thus the stationary

probability of the innerbound state is influenced by the amount of adjusting

measurements somewhere else in the strategy, and because the objective of

(Markov ) strategies is to exceed Shannon's innerbound as much as possible,

bootstrapping implicitly has a negative influence on the overall rate of a

Markov strategy. In spite of this, bootstrapping gives a flavor of optimality

to a strategy, by optimali ty meaning that the strategy achieves capaci ty,

because only high-rate states determine the overall rate of a strategy whereas

the low-rate states, adjusting measurements, at first sight have no influence

on the overall rate.

For a total of five channels strategies are given. For all the strategies no

formuIas are given for the informationflow in either direction. In [Sch82] and

[Sch83] formulas for the rates of the Markov strategy for the BMC are given,

and derivation of the formulas for the strategies in this thesis is analogous.

The naming of channels and part-pat terns follows [Jac86]. The curves we

computed were obtained by maximizing (also see par. 3.4.2, figure 3.4.8),

F(~) = sin(a) RI2(~) + cos(a) R21(~)

1r
a € [0'2"]

(3.1.2)

If a single optimal point is given then F(~) of equation (3.1.2) is maximized
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with a = ~ and printed is (for symmetrical channels this is the equal rate

point) ,

[R12(~oPt) ; ~l(~oPt)]
a=1T/4 in (3.1.2)

(3.1.3)

If in the following threshold settings or probability distributions are given

it actually is the vector ~opt that maximizes equation (3.1.3).

3.2 The channel S3.3

The first channel we discuss here has also been discussed in

[Hei87,Ch.4,pp.43-9], where a Shannon K3-strategy is shown that exceeds

Shannon's innerbound. The partition pattern of S3.3 is shown in figure 3.2.1.

o 2

o o==r==
1

-----1~ - - +- -
2

Figure 3.2.1: Partition pattern of S3.3'

By inspecting the parti tion pattern one sees that S3.3 is a symmetrie non

T-channel. The fact of being non-T can be seen as follows. The first thing we

must keep in mind is the fact that if a channel is a T-channe1 both terminals

see the same output. Now suppose terminal I sends 0 and terminal 2 sends I, so

the symbol-pair (0.1) is transmitted. If we assume the channel being a
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T-channel both terminals must receive the same (constant) output upon sending

the pairs (0,1). (l,l), (1,2) and (0,2), because no partitions are placed

between any of the successive pairs above. The net effect is that if terminal

1 sends 0 he receives the same output whether terminal 2 sends 1 or 2, still

under the condition that 8
3

.
3

is a T-channel. 8ince, however, a partition is

placed between these two pairs we arrive at a contradiction and 83 . 3 must be a

non T-channel. Figure 3.2.2 shows 8hannon inner- and outerbound distributions.

I
I

f------1I-----+----

r----l----
I-----~~---- ----

0.65670

0.17165

0.17165

0.65670 0.17165 0.17165

0.33333 ~ ~.~~~l ~.~~~
0.16667 : 0.00000 : 0.00000
---~----+----

0.16667 0.00000 0.00000

( a ) ( b )

Figure 3.2.2: 8hannon innerbound (a) and outerbound (b) probability distri

butions (a = ~ in equation (3.1.2)). rates see table 3.2.1.

3.2.1 Markov strategy

When viewing inner- and outerbound distributions one immediately sees a

si tuation as in the case of the BMC. Af ter an innerbound resolution the

channel is divided into a rectangle and an L-shape, whereas the outerbound

state is an L-shape. We thus immediately can construct a Markov strategy

similar to the strategy for the BMC, containing an innerbound, outerbound and

intermediate state. Here also the intermediate state can be used to adjust the

measurements of the L-shape so as to construct a better outerbound state.

Interesting also is that if we view the 8hannon K
3
-strategy in [Hei87] of 83 . 3

we see that same uni t-square subdivision apart from the intermediate state.
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The Markov strategy arrived at is shown in figure 3.2.3.

,--------7 ~1X

I X[3l <----
I X[4l

1

~""
X[6l

Figure 3.2.3: Markov strategy for S3.3' Dashed transitions correspond to

shaded areas.

The dashed thresholds in the second and third state are actually thresholds

from the first (innerbound) state. Dashed transi tions correspond to shaded

areas unless there is only one transition possible (from third to first state)

which is drawn straight in this case. Threshold settings for the equal rate

case are tabulated in appendix C. In figure 3.2.4 the achievable rate region

of our Markov strategy is plotted in between Shannon's inner- and outerbound.
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UlO

0.90

R
21 0.80

0.70

0.60

O.SO

0.40

0.30

O.ZO

0.10

0.00 -+------,----.----.----.-------r---.----,-----,---,r-~
0.00 0.10 O.ZIJ 0.. 0.40 '.H .... '.?lI '.110 .... 1.110

Figure 3.2.4: Achievable rate region for S3.3 plotted in between Shannon's

innerbound G. and outerbound G .
1 0

Due to the similarity of the above Markov strategy to the Markov strategy for

the BMC it is not imaginary that when a converse is found for the BMC, it is

also found for S3.3' or conversely, if a better innerbound can he found for

the BMC it is also found for S3.3' although the latter is not assumed. S3.3 is

the first non T-channel for which a strategy is found yielding rates that

exceed Shannon's innerbound.

3.2.2 A suboptimal Shannon K -strategy
II

Keeping the Hagelbarger code for the BMC in mind (see [Sha61]) we can

construct a K
2
-strategy as is shown in figure 3.3.1.
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P
/~__IL-- , '-p

I

8trategies for certain tdTWC's

0.5

p

0.5

Figure 3.3.1: A possible Shannon K
2
-strategy for 83 .3 , Thresholds from the

second resolution are drawn dashed.

In the following discussion we only look at the case where R12 = R2l , and thus

subscripts indicating direct ion of information flow can be omi tted. For the

rate of the first resolution. R(l), of our K
2

we see

=p*[ - p*log(p) - (l-P)*IOg(l;O) ]

For the rate of the second resolution. R(2). we find

R(2) =p2*Rl + (l-P)*[ - p*IOg(~) - (l-p)*log(l-p) ]

where: Rl =0.52672 trits per transmission (innerbound rate)

Ir we now again view figure 3.3.1 we see toot by the thresholds from the

second resolution the L-sOOpe is completely subdivided into rectangular struc-

tures and if we were to do more resolutions. all these rectangles at best can

be subdivided by a K 2-strategy, if our objective is to do a K -strategy inn- n

total. Analogously the rectangle made in the first resolution at best can b
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subdivided by a K l-strategy. If we put all these pieces together we arriven-

at the following recursive relation for the rate of a K -strategy
n

R(n) = ~[f(P) + f(l-P)] + p2*n-1*R(n_1) + (1_p2)*n-2MR (n_2) (3.3.1)
n n n

where: fep) = p*[ - p*log(p) - (l-p)*log(l;p) ]

R(i) = the rate of the K.-strategy
1

Ir we define

ç = lirn R(n)
n~ClO

then we know that

lirn R(n-k) =ç, if k is finite
n~OO

Ir we substitute this into equation (3.3.1) we find for the rate ç of a

Koo-strategy

C = fep) + f(l-p)
- 2

(2 - p )

If we maxirnize equation (3.3.2) with respect to p we find

ç = 0.55834 trits per transrnission

p =0.60931

- 34 -
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Some results are listed in the table below.

Strategies for certain tdTWC's

Table 3.2.1: Numerical results for S3.3 in trits/transmis1sion (a

equation (3.1.2), printed is ~ r R12 + R21 )

= TrI in
4

Shannon innerbound :

Shannon K3-strategy:

Shannon Koo-strategy:

Markov strategy

Shannon outerbound

0.52672

0.55221

0.55834

0.55867

0.63093

If we compare the rate of our K -strategy to the rate of our Markov strategy
00

we see that the rate of this K can never be optimal. If we also evaluate
00

(3.3.1) for several values of n we get

R(2) = 0.55254 trits per transmission

R(3) = 0.55030 trits per transmission

Comparing wi th table 3.2.1 we see that Van der Heijden' 5 K3-strategy has

higher rate than has our K3 based on equation (3.3.1), which also means that

our Kn-strategy can't be optimal. Interesting to note is that our K2-strategy

exceeds both our own and Van der Heijden's K
3
-strategy.

The Markov strategy to exceed our Koo-strategy becomes clear if we note that

the rate of our Km (equation (3.3.2» equals the rate of the Markov strategy

shown in figure 3.3.1.
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!
I

<- - --

Strategies for eertain tdTWC's

Figure 3.3.1: Markov strategy being equivalent to our Kro-strategy.

Our original Markov strategy has the intermediate state that lets you adjust

measurements of the L-shape and it's eonsidered trivial, if we bootstrap the

strategy, that adding this state can never deerease the rate of the strategy.

Seen from this viewpoint i t is elear that the Kro-strategy has a rate below

that of the Markov strategy. Interesting to note is that we ean translate our

Kro direetly into a nonbootstrapped Markov strategy but the bootstrapped Markov

strategy we ean' t trans late baek into a Shannon strategy. All in all the

feeling gets stronger that the Markov strategy for S3.3 (and the BMC for that

matter) is optimal.

a
3.3 Tbe ehannel S4.6

Channel S:.6 is an aSYmmetrie non T-ehannel but, if we apply rule 3 (ehapter

2), what remains is an aSYmmetrie T-ehannel (see figure 3.3.1). Although S:.6

is not one of the interesting ehannels i tself, i ts equivalenee to [3,2]

part-pattern 26 makes finding a strategy interesting anYWaY. Interesting about

S:.6 (or part-pattern 26) is the faet that the ehannel is asymmetrie and the

faet that we eouldn't find a Shannon K
3
-strategy exeeeding Shannon's inner

bound.
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: -+
I

1----+--+--

8trategies for certain tdTWC's

super-input
I

: T
I
: T -+
I

1---+--+--

apply rule 3 part-pattern 26

Figure 3.3.1: Partition pattern of 8:.
6

, equivalent to [3,2J part-pattern 26.

aIn the sequel we will speak about 8
4

.
6

although we really mean part-pattern

26. Figure 3.3.2 shows inner- and outerbound distributions for this channel.

0.58421 0.41579

0.46033 [nn 0.24254 0.18937

0.41107 0.24254 0.18937
----

0.12860 0.13620 0.00000

( a ) ( b )

Figure 3.3.2: 8hannon innerbound (a) and outerbound (b) probability distri

butions (a =~ in equation (3.1.2)), rates see table 3.3.1.

3.3.1 Markov strategy

Again, af ter the first resolution we see the innerbound state falling apart

into three rectangles and one L-shape. 8ubdividing the rectangles is

completely equivalent to the initial task while the L-shape, af ter adjusting

measurements, can reach outerbound rate.
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,
v

.""
X151

,
v

L~~
aFigure 3.3.3: Markov strategy for 8
4

.
6

"

Like wi th 83 .3 we immediately see a Markov strategy as depicted in figure

3.3.3.
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UlO ..,

0.90

1
21 0.80

0.1'll

0.60

0.50

0.40

0.34

0.20

0.10

0.00 +--.,-------.------.------.-----.----,----r---r---,----j
0.00 0.10 0.20 0.34 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.1'll 0.10 0.90 1.00

Figure 3.3.4: Achievable rate-region for S:.6 in between Shannon's innerbound

region G. and outerbound region G .
1 0

Viewing the achievable rate region and Shannon's innerbound (figure 3.3.4) we

see that although innerbound is exceeded the gain is minimal. Again threshold

settings are tabulated in appendix C, and some numerical results are tabulated

in table 3.3.1 below.

aTable 3.3.1: Numerical results for S4.6 (part-pattern 26) in trits per

transmission (a = ~ in equation (3.1.2), printed:~ rR12+~11)

Shannon innerbound

Markov strategy

Shannon outerbound

0.66207

0.66507

0.69072
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b
3.4 The channel S10.10

Strategies for certain tdTWC's

b
like for S3.3' for S10.10 also in [Hei87,Ch.4,pp.49-52] a Shannon K3-strategy

is discussed.

:
I

b
Figure 3.4.1: Partition pattern of S10.10'

bThe subdivision by S10.10 of the uni t square into three L-shapes, and the

shape of lts innerbound region (figure 3.4.5) make this channel an interesting

one. Figure 3.4.2 shows inner- and outerbound distributions for this channel.

0.33333 0.33333 0.33333
I ---- I ----

0.33333 I 0.16667 0.16667 , 0.00000I I

---- ----
0.33333 0.00000 0.16667 0.16667

---- ----
0.33333 0.16667 0.00000 0.16667

( a ) ( b )

Figure 3.4.2: Shannon's innerbound (a) and outerbound (b) probability distri

butions (a = ~ in equation (3.1.2)). rates see table 3.4.1.

Af ter viewing the square subdivision of the K3-strategy in [Hei87] a

K2-strategy could be found also to exceed Shannon' 5 innerbound and even

exceeding the corresponding K3-strategy in rate.
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3.4.1 Shannon K2-strategy

Strategies for certain tdTWC's

The basis of our K
2
-strategy is the subdivision of the L-shape as we have seen

in the K3-strategy and as depicted in figure 3.4.3.

Q[1] 1-Q [1]

P [2]

Q[2]

1-P [2]
1-Q [2]

P[1] 1-P[1]

Figure 3.4.3: Subdivision of the L-shape accounting for the high rate of the

The K2-strategy now proceeds as follows: in the first resolution we use a real

innerbound distribution. thus creating three L-shapes having the same measure-

ments (for the equal rate point anyway). For the rates of the L-shape in

figure 3.4.3 we see

R12
Pl(I-P2) ql(I-Pl) (l-q l)(I-Pl)

= 1 h(q2) + 1- h«I-P2)(I-q2)} + l-p p h(P2)-PIP2 PIP2 1 2

R21
P2( I-PI) q2(I-P2) (l-q2)(I-P2)

= l-p P h(ql) + 1- h«I-P1)(I-Ql» + 1 h(P1)
1 2 P1P2 -P1P2

These L-shapes we subdivide as depicted in figure 3.4.3 where the optimal

1 f th ( w. i (3 1 2»va ue 0 e parameters are a = 4 In equat on .. :

PI = P2 = 0.5 (resuiting from the innerbound/first resolution)

ql = q2 = 0.38555

Rate of first resolution = 0.57938 (exactly innerbound ratel
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Rate of second resolution = 0.60506

Total Rate of K2 = 0.59222 trits/transmission

Ir we compare this 0.59222 tri ts per transmission to the 0.59059 tri ts per

transmission of the K
3
-strategy, we see the lower complexity K2-strategy to

exceed the K
3
-strategy in rate. We believe this K2-strategy to be optimum

because a search for better subdivisions failed, leaving the subdivision as in

figure 3.4.3 as the global optimum. Tt easily can be seen that a ~-strategy

in the second resolution subdividing as the optimum K2-strategy can never

exceed the rate of that K
2
-strategy. Keeping figure 3.4.3 in mind we see that

af ter the second resolution the two rectangles at best can be subdivided by an

innerbound distribution in the third resolution of the K3-strategy. Van der

Heijden's K3-strategy also tells us that the upperleft L-shape is subdivided

best by an innerbound distribution. This leaves only the lowerright L-shape to

be subdivided as in figure 3.4.3 and having a rate exceeding Shannon's inner

bound. This lowerright L-shape in area, however, covers less than one third of

the L-shape, and thus the net effect of the third resolution is that the

overall rate is lowered due to the majority of innerbound distributions. For a

K3-strategy to exceed the K
2
-strategy in rate i t must be 50 that the sub

division in the second resolution differs from the one given here.

Two al ternative conclusions are possible now. The first is stated above,

saying that the second resolution in a K
3
-strategy must be different than the

one Van der Heijden found ([Hei87J). This al ternative appeals because one

believes that a K
3
-strategy should exceed a K

2
-strategy due to some intuitive

notion that the derived channel K
3

must be better than K2. The second alter

native is that it might not be 50 in general that K
3

is better than K2 . This

last alternative perhap5 is more realistic because we constructed the

K2-strategy from the K
3
-strategy, and not the other way around. We thus let

Van der Heijden's optimization program find a K
3
-strategy without influencing
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the second resolution ourselves. Because we can't prove that the optimzation

program produces the global optimum we can't prove either of the alternative

d
conclusions. We will return to this subject when we discuss channel S5.5'

3.4.2 Markov strategy

The subdivision of the L-shape as shown in figure 3.4.3 also is the state that

gives a Markov strategy its high rate .

.....»

3 .

1 A

d"""
Xl2l

1

....rlJ :J
v i
~ 4.

~.m

x161

b
Figure 3.4.4: Markov strategy for SI0.10' Broken lines correspond to shaded

areas.

A possible Markov strategy is given in figure 3.4.4. Here the innerbound state

is subdivided into three L-shapes having the same measurements. These L-shapes

are bootstrap states adjusting measurements so as to construct an L-shape as
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in figure 3.4.3 having optimal measurements, in the context of the complete

strategy of course. The achievable rate region of this L-shape is plotted in

figure 3.4.5.

0.70 l
0.60

R
21

·1
I 0.50

I
I

0.40

0.30

0.20

0.10

O.OG +---.-----.-----.-----.-----.----.----'-----,
O.OG 0.10 0.20 O.JO 0.40 ••• .... a.lV

-~~) Ru

Figure 3.4.5: Achievable rate-region of the L-shape as glven in flgure 3.4.3,

plotted in between Shannon's innerbound G. and outerbound G .
1 0

The two rectangles account for the transi tion probabi li ty to the innerbound

state. The lowerright L-shape has the same measurements as the original

L-shape, accounting for the transition probability of L-shape state no. 30nto

itself, and the upperleft L-shape becomes a bootstrap state adjustlng measure-

ments so as to come back into state 3. What is seen immediately is that this

strategy doesn't contain any outerbound state. If we now look at the charmel

and the outerbound probabili ty distribution we see that af ter an innerbound

resolution none of the states is an outerbound state. Also different from

previous strategies is the fact that when we view the Markov strategy of

figure 3.4.4 we immediately see how we can increase the information rate of
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this strategy. The L-shapes resulting from state 3 both come back into state 3

again, one with bootstrapping and the other without. It should be clear that

if we add L-shape states to the strategy we loosen this constraint. We now add

states to the strategy as depicted in figure 3.4.6.

5E
1 ~---------------

,

rrB~E0
Figure 3.4.6: Extension states to the strategy shown in figure 3.4.4.

What we do is that the L-shapes resulting from state 3 don't have to come back

to state 3 again, but they go to a new L-shape state we subdivide as state 3.

This, of course, can be done any number of times, but at the end of this chain

both L-shapes go back to their originating L-shape like was the case in our

original strategy. If we now compare the rate of our original strategy, which

was 0.59731 trits per transmission, with the rate of the extended strategy,

converging to 0.59761 trits per transmission, we see that although by

increasing the number of states the overall rate increases, the gain is not

very large.

Figure 3.4.7 shows a plot of the achievable rate region for S~0.10'
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0.70 l

0.60

R21

r
0.50

0.40

0.30

0.20

0.10

0.00 +-----,------,------,------,-----,-----,-~-___,
0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30 0.40. 0.50 0.60 0.70

b
Figure 3.4.7: Achievable rate region for S10.10' plotted in between Shannon's

innerbound Gi and outerbound Go'

We see toot the sOOpe of the innerbound region equals the sOOpe of the

achievable rate region. What was maximized to get the above picture was the

function

F(~) = sin(a)R12(~) + cos(a)R21(~)

lr
where: a € [0'2]

- 46 -
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r·················
R21 (1<) 1

~"=~=JA;::::======.::=====~/T--
cos(a)R x
stn(a} '21 C)

Figure 3.4.8: Graphical representation of the parameter a in the optimization

formula.

Figure 3.4.8 shows what the parameter a in the formula above stands for. The

point (R12 ,R21 ) is the first point on the curve that coincides with the line

having an angle a with the positive x-axis as depicted if we slide that line

from the right towards that curve. It wiU be clear that for all (R12 ,R21 )

satisfying this condition it is sufficient to maximize

R () cos(a)R () =
12 ~ + sin(a) 21 ~

sin(a)R12(~) + cos(a)R21(~)

sin(a)
(3.4.2)

when a is constant. Ir a 'I- 0 then optimizing equations (3.4.1) and (3.4.2)

yields the same resul tso Ir a = 0 this is also the case because when using

equation (3.4.1) only R21(~) is maximized and if we use equation (3.4.2) the

weight of R21(~) compared to R12(~) increases to infinity as a approaches 0,

and thus only R21(~) is rnaximized. For all values of a in the defined interval

each time the optimal point was found. i t was the point in figure 3.4.7

corresponding to R12 = R
21

. All the other points on the curve are achievable

by time-sharing. Because the optimization program found only this one point as

optimum for all possible a indicates that the points on the time-sharing curve

can't be achieved by the Markov strategy itself. The points where R12 'I- R21
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aehievable by the strategy (so not by time-sharing !) most probably lie weIl

beneath the plotted curve, beeause otherwise some more points would be found

by the optimization program.

But. by subdividing the innerbound state as we do here we introduce this

syrnmetry into the strategy ourselves. as you might say. We thus also sub-

divided the i nnerbound state using variabie thresholds. ereating three

different L-shapes and three different ehains 'of states following eaeh

L-shape. But doing this we still found only this one point we already found

before. So the strategy itself converges to a symmetrie strueture under the

influenee of the symmetrie strueture of the ehannel itself. The table below

lists some results.

Table 3.4.1: Numerical results for S~0.10 in ~rits/transmlission (a =
in equation (3.1.2). printed is 2 fR 12 + R21 )

Shannon innerbound :

Shannon K
2
-strategy:

Shannon K
3
-strategy:

Markov strategy

Shannon outerbound

d
3.5 The ehannel S5.5

0.57938

0.59222

0.59059

0.59761

0.63093

This ehannel was also diseussed by E. Gaal ([Gaa85.Ch.5]) and is equivalent to

his ehannel A8 . The reason for taking this ehannel was the same as his. namely

the large gap between Shannon's inner- and outerbound. Figure 3.5.1 shows the

d
partition pattern of S5.5'
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dFigure 3.5.1: Partition pattern of 85 .5 .

8trategies for eertain tdTWC's

d8
5

.
5

is a symmetrie T-ehannel. lts inner- and outerbound distributions are

shown in figure 3.5.2.

0.37467 0.14613 0.47920

0.10757

0.241720.47920

0.37467

0.14613

P====Tt=:---
~----

I
I
I

( a )

,....-------r- - - - - T - - - -
ooסס0.0 : 0.30142

I--~_.~_oo_-o_~--+ ~.~O~5~ jo. 24172

OOסס0.0 ooסס0.0

( b )

Figure 3.5.2: 8hannon's innerbound (a) and outerbound eb) probability distri

butions (a = ~ in equation (3.1.2». rates see table 3.5.1.

3.5.1 8hannon K
3
-strategy

d
With Van der Heijden's optimization program a K

3
-strategy for 85 .5 was

eomputed. The strategy was asymmetrie but by modifying this first strategy we

arrived at a symmetrie strategy having a rate higher than the first strategy.

The rate of our strategy is 0.45698 trits per transmission whereas 8hannon's

innerbound is 0.43034 trits per transmission.

The subdivision of the unit square is really rather simpIe. Af ter the first

resolution what remains is an L-shape and a noteh-shape. Figure 3.5.3 shows

the subdivision of the L-shape and figure 3.5.4 shows the subdivision of the
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notch-shape. Equivalence of the notch-shape shown in figure 3.5.4 and the

shape remaining af ter the L-shape is cut out of the innerbound situation can

be shown easily by permuting rows and columns the details of which are left to

the reader.

I
I
I
I
IL _

r-------
I
I
IL _

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

----_!

I,,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~-----------+-------------~

( a ) ( b )

dFigure 3.5.3: Subdivision of the L-shape by S5.5 in the second (a) and third

(b) resolution of the K3-strategy.

A listing of threshold settings for this strategy is given in appendix D. If

you consult this list you should first read [Hei87.Ch.3,pp.lS-9] where you can

read how to interpret the numbers in appendix D. In figures 3.5.3 and 3.5.4

the solid lines correspond with thresholds from the second resolution and the

dashed lines correspond with thresholds from the third resolution. Thresholds

are drawn only there where partitions exist in the partition pattern.

If we look at figure 3.5.3.a we see that in the second resolution the L-shape

is subdivided into a notch-shape and two rectangular structures. In the third

resolution (figure 3.5.3.b) we see the rectangular structures subdivided by

innerbound distributions. In the original strategy one of the rectangles was

subdivided by a distribution other than innerbound. and the obvious modifica-

50
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tion was to change this to innerbound. The notch-shape is subdivided into

three rectangular structures and an L-shape again.

.- - - - - --~----.r--------r

r-------
I
I
I
I
I

~---

I
I
I
I
I
I

( a )

I
I
I
I
I
I,

------,

r-------
I,
1 --

I
I
I
I
I
I
1__ - _

_. -_. ------------1
( b )

dFigure 3.5.4: Subdivision of the notch-shape by 8
5

.
5

in the second (a) and

third (b) resolution of the K3-strategy.

If we look at the second resolution subdivision of the notch (figure 3.5.4.a)

we see happening exactly the same as was the case with the notch-shape that

remained af ter the second subdivision pass of the L-shape. Here also the notch

falls apart into three rectangles and an L-shape. The rectangles in the third

resolution again are subdivided by an innerbound distribution. Here also the

original strategy didn't subdivide one of the rectangles this way. The L-shape

is subdivided into two rectangles and a notch-shape, which again is the same

as the L-shape resulting from the first resolution (shown in figure 3.5.3.a)

was subdivided.

There are thus only three structures in this strategy: rectangles, L-shapes
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and notch-shapes, and using this fact we were able to construct a K2- and

Markov strategy.

3.5.2 Shannon K2-strategy

Our K2-strategy in the second resolution subdivides the L-shape and

notch-shape exactly the way the K
3
-strategy does in its second resolution (see

figures 3.5.3.a and 3.5.4.a). Again if we compare the rate of the K2 to that

of the K3 we find that the K
2

is better (see table 3.5.1). If we look at the

subdivision by the K
3
-strategy we again see,

b
like was the case with S 10. 10'

that af ter the second resolution the total probability of innerbound distri-

butions in the third resolution exceeds that of non-innerbound distributions,

accounting for the net decrease of the overall rate.

In total we now have three channels for which K2 is better than K3 (S3.3'

S~O.10 and S~.5)· Since all three times we didn't influence the search for a

K3-strategy i t is most probable that these at least are close to optimum.

Although the K2-strategies were found by using information from the

K3-strategies they all look optimal. So, evaluating, we have three channels

for which K2 is bet ter than K
3

, and these three channels are the only channels

we have a K3 for so, apart from the BMC, all the channels we have a K3 has a

K2 exceeding the K
3

. Like was said earlier, we can't prove that the optimiza

tion program used produces the global optimum or even a local optimum near to

the global optimum. It is possible for example that the program has a tendency

to optimize first in the direction of thresholds from the first resolution,

then in the direction of thresholds from the second resolution and last in the

direction of thresholds from the third resolution, which could account for the

presence of the K2-strategy in the K
3

" But, nevertheless, the conjecture that

the rate of a K -strategy exceeds that of a K l-strategy for an arbi traryn n-
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charmel most probably is not true.

3.5.3 Markov strategy

dThe Markov strategy for 8
5

.
5

(figure 3.5.5) is more complex than the Markov

strategies we saw before.

,,
v'",;1

7.
1

11
K~l. ~2' ~.m Km

I <-- x[8~
I

K[101 / K[61

1 '~ 1 <,,'

~ 4. , ~.~_.",~ 6.

I~ ~K[41 L=B
K[16]

i

~
8" ~9.K[13

-----7

K(14]

'-''''~
~

K(121

dFigure 3.5.5: Markov strategy for 85 .5 " Broken lines correspond to shaded

areas.

If we compare this strategy to strategy 8g(1) in [Gaa85,Ch.5,pp.54-B] we see

that our strategy has seven states less than 8g(1), while their rates are

equal. A closer look reveals that the number of different states also is

equal. Here two states are different if they don't have the same shape, 50 a

notch is different from an L-shape, or if they do have the same shape and they

are subdivided differently, 50 L-shape state no. 2 is different from L-shape

state no. 3. We don't care about the measurements of a state, 50 the boot-
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strapped L-shapes of states no. 3 and 6 are the same states al though their

measurements differ. Again the states are the same as the ones we saw in the

0.700.600.500.400.30O.ZO0.10

0.00 +-__-.-__-,--__~--~---~--~..I..--~
0.00

0.10

0.20

0.30

0.40

0.50

~2'

0.60

K3-strategy. apart from the bootstrap states of course.
0.70

--~) IU

Figure 3.5.6: Achievable rate region for S~.5' plotted In between Shannon's

innerbound Gi and outerbound Go'

What is remarkable is that Gaal in his best strategy (Sg{l» uses exactly the

same states we see in our K
3
-strategy. He arrived at this strategy by trial

and error. This is a very strong argument for both the K3-strategy and the

Markov strategy to be optimal, because two completely independent and

different searches come to the same point. Like before, here also threshold

settings are listed in appendix C.
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Table 3.5.1: Numerical results

equation (3.2.1),

for S~.5 in trits/transmission (a =
printed is ~ r R12 + R21 1)

l'j in
4

Shannon innerbound :

Shannon K2-strategy:

Shannon K3-strategy:

Markov strategy

Shannon outerbound

0.43034

0.46169

0.45698

0.46614

0.53601

([Gaa85] 0.466)

If we look at figure 3.5.5 we see that state no. 2 is the only L-shape that

isn't bootstrapped, but is subdivided in the way we have seen in the ~- and

K2-strategies. Notch-shape states no. 4 and 9 are the only non-bootstrapped

notches, but are subdivided like is seen in the K3-strategy. The main

difference between Gaal's strategy and ours is the fact that he subdivides

much more L-shapes and notch-shapes like was done in the K
3

. He doesn't boot

strap every L-shape to one L-shape only of which he includes the rate. The

same holds for notch-shapes. Apparently making the strategy more complex

doesn't have much influence on the rate. We can extrapolate this and reduce

our strategy by two states. What we do is. we don't bootstrap state 8 to state

9 but to state 4, so now states no. 9 and 6 aren't needed anymore. This

d b
S5.5 & S10.10

b
S10.10 don't

and S:.6 do.contain any outerbound state whereas the strategies for S3.3

a
Bringing the outerbound into the strategies for S3.3 and S4.6 is easy because

strategy still has rate 0.466 trits per transmission although rounding here

was upward. This means, like was the case wi th S~0.10' that adding states

increases rate, but the gain is marginal. The difference between

a d
and S3.3 & S4.6 is that the Markov strategies for S5.5 and

af ter the innerbound resolution they fall apart into an outerbound state and

rectangles. The only thing to be done now is to add an intermediate state

adjusting measurements and a Markov strategy is found. b d
S10.10 and S5.5
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however, af ter the innerbound resolution fall apart into states other than

outerbound, so ereating an outerbound state requires extra effort. Gaal dis-

deusses some strategies for S5.5 eontaining outerbound states but the only

similarity they have is that they have rates worse than strategies without any

outerbound state and that they are unfi t to be bootstrapped. It therefore

appears that the ehannels fall apart into two different elasses. The first

where af ter the innerbound resolution an outerbound state is present, and the

seeond where no outerbound state is produeed by the innerbound resolution. The

seeond elass has the property that Markov strategies ean be improved margi-

nally by adding states whereas the Markov strategies of ehannels belonging to

the first elass at first sight ean't be improved by adding states. Gaal tried

by adding states to improve the Markov strategy for the BMC (belonging to the

first elass), but found a strategy wi th a rate exaetly (wi thin preeision)

equal to the rate of the original three-state strategy.

3.6 The ehannel S3.7

d
All the ehannels we have seen up unti I now were ei ther symmetrie T- (S5.5'

b a
S10.10) or non T-ehannels (S3.3) or asymmetrie T-ehannels (S4.6' af ter

applying an out-rule). The only kind of ehannels not yet looked at are

aSYmmetrie non T-ehannels. S3.7 is a representative of that kind of ehannels.

None of the out-rules is applieable on S3.7' whieh makes S3.7 one of the truly

interesting ehannels.
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---1----1~ - -

Figure 3.6.1: Partition pattern of S3.7'

Strategies for certain tdTWC's

For this channel also partition pattern (figure 3.6.1) and Shannonbound

distributions (figure 3.6.2) are given.

0.45736 0.45736 0.08528

0.57900 ~ - - -- 0.24254 0.24254 ~ ~.~3~2~- - --
0.21050 I 0.09468 0.09468 I 0.00000I I

/----- /-----
0.21050 I 0.09468 0.09468 0.00000I

I

( a ) ( b )

Figure 3.6.2: Shannon's innerbound (a) and outerbound (b) probability distri

butions (a = ~ in equation (3.1.2)), rates see table 3.6.1.
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3.6.1 Markov strategy

1[61,

Im llZI

~::~ \ <--
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'I
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I
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I

\
, v

LCi·m
_lal

Figure 3.6.3: Markov strategy for 83 . 7 .

Viewing channel and outerbound distribution we see that 83 . 7 belongs to the

class of channels falling apart into rectangles and an outerbound state. This

is exactly the reason why this channel is chosen because this property makes

finding a good Markov strategy particularly easy as we have seen earlier.
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Figure 3.6.4: Aehievable rate region for S3.7 plotted in between Shannon's

innerbound Gi and outerbound Go'

S3.7 is the seeond asymmetrie ehannel we diseuss and we see happening the same

as was the case wi th S:.6: the aehievable rate region for S3.7 by using a

bootstrapped Markov strategy barely exeeeds Shannon's innerbound. It therefore

most probably had no use to eompute a Shannon I<3-strategy for this ehannel

because it almost eertainly will not exeeed Shannon's innerbound. Evaluation

of a K3-strategy has been done anyway and all optima found were equal to

innerbound.
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Table 3.6.1: Numerical results for S3.7 in trits/transmission (a = V /4 in

equation (3.1.2), printed is ~ r R12 + R21 1)
Shannon innerbound

Markov strategy

Shannon outerbound

0.64871

0.65190

0.69072

3.7 tdTWC's for whieh a K
3
-strategy was eomputed

Van der Heijden's optimization program was used to eompute K3-strategies for a

total of 11 ehannels, two of whieh are di seussed in [Hei87]. Below those

ehannels are listed.

Symmetrie ehannels:

S3.3 - non T-ehannel.

e
T-ehannel.S5.5 - non

d - T-ehannel, K
3S5.5

f
- T-ehanne1 , K3S6.6

b
- T-ehanne 1, K3S10.10

K
3

exeeeds innerbound ([Hei87])

K
3

equals innerbound

exeeeds innerbound

equals innerbound

exeeeds innerbound

Asymmetrie ehannels:

S3.7 - non T-ehanne 1 . K
3

equals innerbound

a
innerboundS4.6/part-pattern 26 - T-ehannel. K

3
equals

f T-ehannel, K
3S5.5 - non equals innerbound

e
T-ehannel.S5.11 - non K3

equals innerbound

f
- non T-ehanne1 , innerboundS5.12 K

3
equals

e
- non T-ehanne 1 , K3 innerboundS6.6 equals

We evaluated 6 asymmetrie and 5 symmetrie channels. What we see happening now

is that the only ehannels for which K
3

exceeds innerbound are symmetrie
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Chapter 3 Strategies for eertain tdTWC's

ehannels. If we probe a little further we see that for the ehannels for whieh

K
3

does exeeed Shannon's innerbound this K
3
-strategy was found the very first

time we eomputed K
3

for those ehannels. The number of times we eomputed ~ for

the other ehannels lies in between 5 and 10. Beeause for all aSYmmetrie

ehannels we didn't find a K
3

exeeeding innerbound we arrive at the eonjeeture

that for aSYmmetrie ehannels K
3

ean't exeeed innerbound like was the case for

aK2 with the BMC. Beeause for one asymmetrie ehannel, S4.6' we found a Markov

strategy exeeeding innerbound we ean't say that capaeity for aSYmmetrie

ehannels equals innerbound, whieh sounds unbelievable anyway.

If we look at the sYmmetrie ehannels for whieh a better-than-innerbound ~ is

found we see that for all those ehannels we eould distil a K
2

out of the ~

exeeeding the K
3

. The funetion to maximize in the case of a K
3

has at most 364

variables and the optimization program needs one half to one full week to find

a loeal optimum (on a Prime 2250 minicomputer). For a K
2

strategy a funetion

of at most 40 variables needs to be optimized and thus a loeal optimum is

expeeted to be found mueh faster than with the K
3

. Evaluating it seems that

there is no reason to eompute K
3

- instead of K
2
-strategies for tdTWC's. The

ehoiee to eompute K
3

however is understandable given the faet that for the BMC

a K2 does not exeeed innerbound, whereas a K
3

does. Interesting to note is

that although tdTWC's a first sight appear to be more complex than the BMC,

insight into ehannel behaviour through a Shannon strategy already eomes with

K2 instead of K
3

.

3.8 Conclusions

Below the most important eonelusions from this ehapter are summarized.

All the bootstrapped Markov strategies in this ehapter improve upon Shannon's

innerbound and K2- and K
3
-strategies, if given. Ir we look at those Markov
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strategies we see emerging two classes of channels:

Class 1) Channels from this class af ter one innerbound resolution

fall apart into rectangles and outerbound states, so a Markov strategy can be

devised as wi th the BMC, containing innerbound, outerbound and intermediate

state, the last providing the means to adjust the measurements of the outer-

bound state so as to maximize the overall rate of the strategy.

Class 2) The channels in this class af ter the innerbound resolution

do not fall apart into inner- and outerbound states. The rates of the Markov

strategies for these channels can be increased by adding states to the

strategy which in the case of the BMC (class 1 channel) has no effect on the

rate of the strategy.

Another conclusion in this chapter is that computation of a K
3
-strategy is not

always necessary because in all cases where K
3

exceeded innerbound we also

found a K2 to exceed the K
3

. Because we bel ieve our K
2
-strategies to be

optimal and our K
3
-strategies very close to optimum we have thus found a

counterexarnple for the conjecture that in general the rate of a Shannon

K -strategy must equal or exceed that of a K l-strategy.n n-
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Chapter 4 Outer bounds to capacity regions

aIAJ7fER 4. 0UfER BOUNDS TO CAPACITY REGIONS

The strategies described in the previous chapter give innerbounds to the

capaci ty regions of two-way channels and all improve upon Shannon' s inner-

bound. Improving upon Shannon's outerbound proves to be much more difficult

but two outer bounds are known that both do.

4.1 The Zhang-Berger-Schalkwijk bound

In [Zha86] a bound is described that improves upon Shannon's outerbound and

can be applied to any two-way channel. Drawback to evaluation of this bound

for a given channel is the fact that the function to be rnaximized has very

rnany local optima so a search for the global optimum will be very time-consu-

ming.

Theorem: For the capacity region C of an arbitrary TWC we have that C C GZBS

where

GZBS = { (R12 .R21 ) los Rl2 S min[H(XIIT),I(XI;Y2IX2)]'

o S R21 S min[H(X2IT).I(X2;YIIXIT)

or: 0 S Rl2 S min[H(XIIT).I(XI;Y2IX2T)].

o S R21 S min[H(X2IT).I(X2;YI lXI)

where:

P(txl x2YlY2) = P(t)p(xllt)p(x2It)p(YlY2IxIX2)

IT I s IXI 11 x21 + 2 }
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We see that in the above bound the probability distribution is taken somewhere

in between complete independence (Shannon' s innerbound) and complete depen-

dence (Shannon's outerbound).

4.2 The Dependence Balance bound

In [Hek85] an outerbound is found for T-channels only that improves upon the

Zhang-Berger-Schalkwijk bound and thus also upon Shannon's outerbound. Evalua

tion, 1ike wi th Zhang-Berger-Schalkwijk, is very time-consuming due to the

large number of local optima.

Theorem: For the capacity region C of a single output TWC we have that C C ~B

where

GDB = { (R I2 ,R21 ) I 0 ~ Rl2 ~ min[I(X I ;YBIX2T),I(XI ;yIX2 )],

o ~ R21 ~ min[I(X2 ;YBIXIT),I(X2 ;yIXI )]

where:

P(txl x2yb) = P(txlx2)P(ylxlx2)P(blxIX2Y)

IT I ~ IXl ll x2 1 + 2

I(X I ;X2 IT) ~ I(XI ;X2 !YBT) }

For evaluation of the above bound a parallel channel is needed, assumed

memoryless, having a fini te output alphabet Ab' inputs xl' x2 and y and a

trans i tion probabi li ty matrix PCb Ix lx
2
y). Ir we choose the output of the

parallel channel equal to one of the inputs xl or x
2

then the Dependence

Balance bound coincides with the Zhang-Berger-Schalkwijk bound (~B = GZBS ).
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4.2.1 The parallel channel

Outer bounds to capacity regions

For the Dependence Balance bound to improve upon the Zhang-Berger-Schalkwijk

bound the choice of an appropriate parallel channel is important. In [Hek85] a

parallel channel is given for use with the BMC. Because all the channels we

evaluated this bound for, like the BMC fall apart into rectangular structures

and L-shapes af ter the innerbound resolution we can use the same parallel

channel as with the BMC. Figure 4.2.1 shows that parallel channel. Define:

'1'1 = P(x1 = 0)

'1'2 = P(x2 = 0)

B

1~1
(X1 ,X2 ,Y) 0 1 2

1

.. ~'J
(0,0,0) 0 p l-p

(0,1,0) 0 0 1
2 : "",- '1'1

'1-~2
(1,0,0) 0 1 0

(1,1,1) 1 0 0"- /, /

1-'1'2 '1'2

Figure 4.2.1 : Parallel channel as used with the BMC.

In the case where both terminal land terminal 2 send a 0 the output B is

chosen as 1 with probability p and 2 with probability I-p, and the diagonal

line in the picture indicates that there are two possible outputs at the

parallel channel given the input pair (x1,x
2

,y) = (0,0,0). The above channel

has the property that

P( X1x2 lybt) = P( x1 Iybt)P(x2 Iybt)

=* I(X1;X2 IT) ~ I(X1;X2IYBT) = 0
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which means that with any given T the random variables Xl and X2 are indepen

dent. In [Hek85,pp.23-5] is shown that the optimal value p t for p isop

(4.2.1)

If the denominator of (4.2.1) equals zero p may be chosen arbitrarily.opt

Although the discussion above uses inputs and outputs as with the BMC it will

be clear that any L-shape from any channel can be assigned a parallel channel

to as in figure 4.2.1.

4.3 Numerical results for the channels from chapter 3

We evaluated the bounds from the previous sections for all the channels we

found strategies for in the previous chapter. Evaluation was for the point

where R12+R21 is maximum and printed is ~[RI2 + R21 ]. In all cases the cardi

nality of the auxiliary random variabIe T is 11 when viewing ternary channels.

Optimization is over a real-valued function of 54 variables.

Table 4.3.1: Results for S3.3 (trits per transmission)

Markov strategy

Zhang-Berger-Schalkwijk:

Shannon outerbound

0.55867

0.588

0.63093

Because S3.3 is a non T-channel we can evaluate the ~hang-~erger-§chalkwijk

(ZBS) bound only. We see that ZBS improves upon Shannon's outerbound

considerably and the gap between the innerbound from the Markov strategy and
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the ZBS outerbound is about four times as narrow as was the gap between

Shannon's inner- and outerbound. Because our inner- and outerbound do not

coincide we haven' t proved capaci ty yet. From the BMC we lmow that the

ZBS-bound is not tight (because Dependence-Balance improves upon it) 50 most

probably the gap between capacity and the rate of our Markov-strategy is very

narrow, if not zero.

Table 4.3.2: Results for S:.6 (trits per transmission)

Markov strategy 0.66507

Dependence-Balance 0.680

Shannon outerbound 0.69072

Because S:.6 is a T-channel we can evaluate the ~ependence-~lance (DB) outer

bound for it, using the parallel channel described in section 4.2.1. The ZES

bound isn' t evaluated because from experience wi th the BMC we lmow that DB

improves upon ZBS. The gap between inner- and outerbound is reduced here by a

factor of two as opposed to four with S3.3' Here both our innerbound (Markov

strategy) and outerbound (DB) don't improve as much as with S3.3 upon

Shannon's inner- and outerbound.

Table 4.3.3: Results for S~0.10 (trits per transmission)

Markov strategy 0.59761

Dependence-Balance 0.608

Zhang-Berger-Schalkwijk: 0.615

Shannon outerbound 0.63093

S~0.10' a T-channel, is the only channel we evaluated both ZBS and DB outer

bounds for. What we see immediately is that ZBS improves considerably upon
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Sharmon's outerbound and DB improves considerably upon ZBS. The improvement of

DB upon ZBS is larger than with the BMC which is obvious if we know that the

parallel charme I used in both cases was the same. This parallel charmel,

b
dividing an L-shape optimally in two. is expected to work better with S10.10

because S~O. 10 consists of L-shapes only. whereas the BMC consists of an

L-shape and a rectangle. All in all, the gap between inner- and outerbound for

S~0.10 is narrowest compared to the other channels discussed so faro Thus the

suspicion arises, even stronger than was the case with S3.3' that our inner

bound is the capacity region for S~0.10.

Table 4.3.4: Results for S~.5 (trits per transmission)

Markov strategy 0.46614

Zhang-Berger-Schalkwijk: 0.496

Shannon outerbound 0.53601

For S~.5 in [Gaa85] the Zhang-Berger-Schalkwijk bound is eva1uated. Here again

we see the familiar situation that the gap between inner- and outerbound is

greatly diminished but still is nonzero, so our Markov strategy is very close

to capacity, but we cannot prove that it equals capacity.

Table 4.3.5: Results for S3.7 (trits per transmission)

Markov strategy 0.65190

Zhang-Berger-Schalkwijk: 0.659

Shannon outerbound 0.69072

For S3.7 the gap between inner- and outerbound is decreased by almost a factor

of 6 thus making this channel the one with the smallest gap. In evaluating the

Zhang-Berger-Schalkwijk bound we saw that if we used the first alternative the
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resulting outerbound equals Shannon's outerbound. Ir we. however. use the

seeond alternative we get an outerbound as seen in the above tabie. Thus for

asymmetrie ehannels the two al ternatives do not yield the same outerbound

value.

4.4 An attempt to find a new outerbound

In proving capaeity for a general TWC it is the converse that cannot be found.

It therefore is neeessary that we have a really tight outerbound. If we look

however at the Zhang-Berger-Sehalkwijk and Dependenee-Balanee outerbounds we

see that they don't eoineide with the innerbounds from our Markov strategies

that we believe are optimum. so most probably these bounds are not tight.

Now look at the following possibi I i ty for an outerbound for deterministie

ehannels if Shannon's inner- and outerbound do not eoineide. In the following

discussion we only look at the equal rate point of symmetrie ehannels. so

and subscripts indicating direction of informationflow can be omitted. First

some definitions are given:

R -- 1 H(ynl a) -_ the f Sh Krate 0 aannon -strategyn n n

yn = (Yl'Y2'" 'Yn)

n-i
(yi+l· y i+2···· yn)Z =

G = Shannon's ou te rbound
0

C = Capaei ty
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We want to prove the following conjecture:

k I
C ~ k+l Rk + k+l Go for all k ~ 0

Outer bounds to capacity regions

(4.4.1)

For the rate of a Shannon K -strategy we can write:
n

where the first transition follows from the fact that

k k kn-k(k+l)
n = k+l - n(k+I)

and the second transi tion from the fact that the first k resolutions of a

Kn-strategy can never have a rate higher than the Kk-strategy .

What we have to prove now is

Try to prove above inequality by induction. If k = n-I then we have
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which of course is true. Now suppose our inequality holds for k. does it also

hold for k-l ?

Suppose:

(4.4.3)

Prove: (4.4.4)

Here equation (4.4.4) equals equation (4.4.3) if in (4.4.3) k is substituted

by k-l. If we combine inequalities (4.4.3) and (4.4.4) we see that we must

prove the following inequality:

(4.4.5)

Equation (4.4.5) above actually is a measure for the rate of convergence of a

I k-lShannon strategy. If the series of function H(Y
k

Y e) converge gradually to

capacity then it is clear that (4.4.5) is true. If however certain resolutions

have a very low rate in order to increase the rate of one other resolution

then (4.4.5) might not be true. Since the latter is not assumed we believe
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(4.4.5) and thus (4.4.1) to be true. Suppose the opposite of (4.4.5) holds for

all k, then

H(Yk lyk- 1S) > Go

=>C>R >G- n 0

k € {1,2, .. ,n}

and clearly this can't be true. To prove (4.4.5) for any arbitrary k might be

very di fficul t. Thi s actually would be a very good subject for further

research: if we could upper bound the uncertainty reduction in a certain reso-

lution given the average uncertainty reduction in all previous resolutions, we

would have outerbounds possibly tighter than Zhang-Berger-Schalkwijk and

Dependence-Balance. For now we will look at the implications of our conjec-

ture.

If we substitute k = 1 in (4.4.1) we have

thus is Shannon's outerbound improved by a factor of two because a new outer-

bound is found exactly in the middle of Shannon's inner- and outerbound. This

outerbound appeals because we haven't found any strategies yet exceeding the

curve halfway in between Shannon' s bounds and we bel ieve our bootstrapped

Markov-strategies to be optimal or at least very close to optimum.

Applying our bound to the BMC for the equal rate case with k =3, R3 =0.61964

([Sme83,pp.12]) and G = 0.69424, we find
o
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3 1
C ~ 3+1 R3 + 3+1 Go

= 0.63829 bits/transmission

Outer bounds to capacity regions

If we compare this to the Zhang-Berger-Schalkwijk (0.64891 bits/transmission)

and Dependence-Balance (0.64628 bits/transmission) outerbounds we see that we

have improved upon both of them, coming even closer to the optimal (?)

symmetrie point of 0.63056 bits/transmission of [Sch83].

Tbe last remark I want to make on this new bound is that without it I most

probably would not have computed any K
2
-strategies in the previous chapter.

Knowing that with the BMC K
2

didn't exceed innerbound I assumed this true for

all TWC's. Now compute (4.4.1) with k = 2 for two channels from the previous

chapter under the assumption that K
2

doesn't exceed innerbound.

b
S10.10 C ~ 0.59656 ~ Markov strategy: 0.59761

C ~ 0.46556 ~ Markov strategy: 0.46614

We see here a contradiction leaving us wi th two al ternative conclusions.

Ei ther our outerbound is wrong or K
2

does exceed innerbound. Tbis was the

incentive to compute the K
2
-strategies that actually did exceed innerbound.

All in all proof of our outerbound depends on proof of equation (4.4.5) as one

possibility in which I didn't succeed, although equation (4.4.5) looks very

promising.

Before closing this section another conjecture is launched.

If a charmel af ter an innerbound resolution falls apart into several different

shapes (see the previous chapter on the definition of shape) and we compute

the achievable rate regions of one resolution in all these shapes, then the
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curve with the largest achievable rate region is an outerbound to the capacity

region of the original channel.

Channels subdividing into rectangles only would thus have Shannon's innerbound

as an outerbound, which we know is true from [Hek85]. Channels from the class

of channels that af ter an innerbound resolution fall apart into, among others,

an outerbound state would have Shannon's outerbound as an outerbound, which is

trivial. The only interesting case is the class of channels that don't fall

apart into states containing an outerbound state, I ike S~.5 and S~0.10'

because in these cases a bet ter outerbound would have been found than the one

we already had. In [Gaa85] the optimal rate region of an optimal L-shape and

the optimal notch-shape (figure 5.20) is given for S~.5' and we see that they

both improve upon Shannon's outerbound. The outerbound from the notch-shape

should, according to our conjecture, be an outerbound to the capacity region

d
of S5.5 and if we compare this to the rate region of our bootstrapped

Markov-strategy we see this could weIl be the case. Figure 3.4.5 in this

report gives the outerbound for S~0.10 if we optimally subdivide the optimal

L-shape in one resolution. Like was the case with the other outerbounds, these

bounds are not tight thus not providing us wi th a mechanism for proving

converse theorems.

Another subject for further research could be the following. Suppose a channel

af ter the innerbound resolution faIls apart into structures being not only

rectangular and Shannon's inner- and outerbound do not coincide. One could try

to prove now that capaci ty 1ies somewhere inbetween Shannon' s inner- and

outerbound not coinciding with one of them.
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5.1 Conclusions

Conclusions and recomrnendations

aIAPTER 5. OONa..USIONS AND REOOMMENDATIONS

By using some rules the number of interesting tdTWC's is reduced from 322 to

168.

For a total of five of these channels Shannon and Markov strategies have been

computed. For all the channels for which a Shannan K3-strategy was found that

exceeded 1nnerbound. also a K
2
-strategy was found that exceeded the correspon

ding ~. Due to the fact that we believe our K2-strategies to be optimal, and

our K
3
-strateg1es to be very close to optimum. we have thus found counter

examples for the conjecture that in general the rate of a Shannon K -strategy
n

must equal or exceed the rate of a Shannan K l-strategy.
n-

In studying the bootstrapped Markov strategies it seems there are two classes

of channels. Tbe first class consists of all the channels that af ter the

innerbound resolution have generated outerbound and innerbound states only,

like was the case with the BMC. For this class of channels a Markov strategy

having the same basic structure as thc Markov strategy for the BMC can be

constructed. Tbe second class contains all the other channels, not conta1ning

an outerbound state af ter the innerbound resolutian. Markov strategies for

these channels are more complicated than was the case with class 1 channels.

and adding states to the strategy results in a slight rate increase.

What appears af ter having computed K
3
-strategies for several channels 1s that

for aSYmrnetrical channels na K
3
-strategies can be found to exceed Shannon's

1nnerbound. In constructing Markov strategies for asymmetrie channels we see

that the achievable rate region of these strategies barely 1mproves upon
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Shannon's innerbound region whereas the improvement with symmetrie ehannels is

significant. Alltogether it seems that the differenee between symmetrical and

asymmetrieal ehannels is larger than the differenee between T- and non

T-ehannels, whieh at first sight appears to be greater a differenee.

Af ter having evaluated outerbounds that improve upon Shannon's outerbound we

see that the gap between innerbound (from the Markov strategy) and outerbound

is greatly redueed for all the ehannels discussed. Like with the BMC however

we ean't prove that we have found eapaeity but we know that we must be very

close to it.

5.2 Reeommendations

While trying to prove things it beeomes elearer and elearer that we don't know

mueh about Shannon strategies really. If we look at the optimum rate R of an

Shannon K -strategy (either direction),n

n

Rn = ~ l H(Yklyk-lS)

k=l

we don't know why the series of functions R is monotonically nondecreasing
n

or, if not, why not. We also don't know how the functions

j

1l H(Yklyk-lS),

k=l
j < n

corresponding to the first j resolutions in an optimum K -strategy, eonverge
n

to R . Knowledge about this last series of functions would enable us to findn
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tighter outerbounds than are known up until now, as one of our conjectures

shows.

Knowledge about Shannon strategies also would enable us to solve the problem

of domination with tdTWC's, thus greatly reducing the number of equivalence

classes.

Below some conjectures are listed:

(1): If the Shannon innerbound of some tdTWC is included in the

Shannon innerbound of one of its part-patterns then this

part-pattern dominates that tdTWC.

(2): For symmetrie channels in their equal rate point an outerbound

is

where: C = capacity in the equal rate point.

Rk = the rate of a Shannon K
k

strategy in the equal rate

point.

G = Shannon's outerbound in the equal rate point.o

Proof of this conjecture is equivalent to proving
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(3): If a channel af ter the innerbound resolution falls apart into

different shapes, then the highest achievable rate region of one

of those shapes is an outerbound to the capacity region of the

channel under consideration. That particular shape may have

optimal measurements, and only one resolution may be performed

in it.

Further research could be in trying to prove our conjectures although it might

be too difficult for students working towards their master's degree.

Another subject for further research could be the following. Suppose a channel

af ter the innerbound resolution faUs apart into structures being not only

rectangular and Shannon's inner- and outerbound do not coincide. One could try

to prove now that capaci ty lies somewhere inbetween Shannon' s inner- and

outerbound not coinciding with one of them.
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Appendix A Numerical Optimization

APPENDIX A. NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION

In [Hei87] Shannon-strategies of length 3 for ternary deterministic

channels are computed by means of optimizing real-valued functions of at

most 364 variables. The formula used there for numerical optimization is a

socalIed complementary DFP-formula. Storage requirements for this algorithm

however are very large as a matrix of sizes nxn (n being 364 here !) is

needed. In order to be able to compute strategies on a micro-computer

another optimization method is needed because storage on micro-computers is

1imi ted. As the optimization method covered here is based on a concept

called 'Conjugate Directions' this is explained first. The following dis-

cussion is similar to the one in [Wa175,Ch.4,96-7].

A.I Conjugate Directions

Definition: Let G be a positive definite symmetrie matrix. Then the direc-

tions represented by the vectors E # Q and g # Q are said to be (mutually)

conjugate with respect to G if ETeg = O.

In the following there is no ambiguity in the matrix G so the phrase 'with

respect to G' can (and will) be omitted.

The function we want to minimize is called F(~), where ~ is a vector of n

elements. Definitions are:

x. = (x' I ' x'2'" ,x. )-1 1 1 In

gi = g(~i) = vF(~i) = (gil' gi2'" ,gin)
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If af ter k steps of the minimization algorithm point ~k is reached. and the

search-direction for the (k+l)th step is Qk' then the next point reached is

~+l =~ + À~k' where ~ is chosen to minimize F(~k+l)'

Now first some theorems are stated and proved wi th respect to conjugate

vectors.

Theorem Al: If the (nonzero) vectors Qj are mutually conjugate then they

are linearly independent.

Proof: Suppose that for some scalars À.
J

If any of the À
j

is nonzero the vectors Qj are linearly dependent. If k is

one of the values of j then we see that

Q~G(2 ÀjQj) = 0
j

Because Qk and Qj' j ~ k. are mutually conjugate we find

Since G is positive definite and Qk -t Q, Àk must be zero. Clearly this

holds for all the À. so the theorem is proved.
J

o

Now let ~ and ~+l again be consecutive points in a minimization algorithm
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and let the function F(~) he of the form

I T T
F(~) =~ G~ + h ~ + C

Numerical Optimization

(A.LI)

Theorem A2: If ~ minimizes F(~) in the direction Qk-l' and

~+l minimizes F(~) in the direction Qk, and

Qk-l and Qk are conjugate directions

then ~k+l also minimizes F(~) in the direction Qk-l"

Proof: Because we choose Àk- l to minimize F(~k)' and ~k = ~k-l + ~-IQk-l'

we see

aF = 0
a~_l

axk · (d )
8)L,l = -k-l i

"1{-1

Using these relations it follows that

So the first condition implies
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The third condition using the definition of conjugate directions gives

(A.I.3)

Differentiating F(~) in both ~k and ~k+l gives

and thus

(A. IA)

Since ~+l minimizes F(~) in direction Qk and af ter k minimization steps

the point ~ is reached we have seen earl ier that

~k+l = ~ + À.~k

where ~ is chosen to minimize F(~k+l).

Using equations (A.I.2) through (A.I.5) we see that
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Equation (A.1.6) implies, similar to (A.1.2), that ~k+l minimizes F(~) in

the direction Qk-l and the theorem is proved.

From this theorem we see that if:

o

(1): ~ minimizes F(~) in the directions QI'" ,Qr'

(2): ~k+l minimizes F(~) in direction Qs'

(3): Qs is conjugate to QI'" ·Qr'

then: ~k+l not only minimizes F(~) in direction Qs but also in directions

dl,···d .- -r (A. 1. 7)

Since every real-valued function in the neighbourhood of an optimum can be

estimated by a form as in (A.I.I) (Taylor series) , where G is the Hessian

matrix being positive definite near the minimum, the concept of conjugate

directions can be used to optimize any arbitrary function.

A.2 Fletcher-Reeves Optimization

The optimization method derived by Fletcher and Reeves consists of a simple

recurrence formula that produces a sequence of mutually conjugate direc-

tions.

First we give an outline of the algorithm:

(1): Set k = 1. k being the number of the iteration in progress.

and choose a (random) startvector ~l for the iteration

process

(2): The first search-direction is the direction of steepest

descent, so

(A.2.1)
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(3): A Line-Minimization is performed along the line ~+~k'

where ~k is chosen to minimize F(~k+~kgk)' and

~k+l = ~+~~k

(4): Every n steps. n being the number of variables. the algorithm

reverts to optimizing F(~) in the direction of steepest

descent and thus if k mod n = 0 we discard all our knowledge

on previous search-directions by setting gk = Q.

This last step follows from experience with the algorithm. In

generaI there seems to be no reason to revert to steepest

descent earl ier or later.

(4) : If the length of the last step Ix -x I falls-k+l -k

below a value é (typically é € [1O-7 .1O-5 J) the process is

terminated and a local minimum is assumed to be found (held

in ~k+l)' else go to step 5.

(5): Subsequently the following (mutually conjugate) directions

are computed as

(A.2.2)

(A.2.3)

af ter which k is incremented, and step 3 is executed.

Theorem A3: The above algorithm produces mutually conjugate search direc-

tions.
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Proof: Again we look at functions of the form

I T T
F(~) = 2~ G~ + Q ~ + C

g(~) = vF(~) = G~ + Q

If ~ is chosen to minimize F(~k + À~k) we see

gk+1 = G~k+1 + Q

= G(~k + À~k) + Q

= G~k + Q + ÀkGQk

= gk + ÀkGQk

Numerical Optimization

(A.2.4)

If L(~, .. ,~) denotes a linear combination of the vectors ~, .. ,~, then com-

bining equations (A.2.1) through (A.2.4) we see

!!I = -gl

!!2 = -g2 + (31!!1

= L(gl' GQI' QI)

= L(gl' GgI)

!!3 = -g3 + (32Q2

= L(g2' GQ2' !!2)
2

= L(gl' GgI , G gl)

(A.2.5)

The following proof is by induction. Assume equations (A.2.1), (A.2.2) and
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(A.2.3) produce conjugate directions QI'" .Qk· Since

~k+1 = ~k + À~k

Numerical Optimization

~k+1 minimizes F(~) in directions QI'" .Qk by (A.I.7). This means that gk+1

is orthogonal to QI •..• Qk. and by (A.2.5) it is also orthogonal to gl' Ggl'

3 k-I
G gl •..• G gl' For any value r E {O,k-I} we have

Wich means that gk+1 is conjugate to every vector in the space spanned by

k-2
gl.··.G gl' and therefore conjugate to the directions QI •..• Qk-l. and

also is conjugate to QI'" ,Qk-I'

Since we require that Qk+1 is conjugate to Qk' the coefficient ~k must be

chosen to satisfy

So

By using (A.2.4) and the fact that Qk-I is conjugate to Qk we find
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Because gk+l is orthogonal to Ql.··.Qk and by (A.2.2) gk = L(Qk-l·Qk) gk+l

is orthogonal to gk and g~+lgk = O. When also using (A.2.4)

we find that

We now proved that when the algorithm produces mutually conjugate direc-

tions. Ql'" .Qk i t also produces mutually conjugate di rections Ql'" ,Qk'

Remaining is the proof of Ql and Q2 being mutually conjugate. Using

(A.2.2), (A.2.3). (A.2.4) and gig2 = g~gl = g~gl = 0 we find

= 0

We have thus proven that the algori thm by Fletcher and Reeves produces
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mutually conjugate directions.

Numerical Optimization

o

This algorithm will find the minimum of a positive definite quadratic

function of n variables of the form of equation (A.l.l) in at most n

iterations. called quadratic termination. This property is the reason ot to

revert to searching in the direction of steepest descent before n itera

tions are carried out. Because if we reverted earl ier. say af ter k itera

tions (k < n). the first k search directions would be mutually conjugate

and the last n-k search directions would be mutually conjugate. It is.

however. not necessarily true that last n-k search directions are conjugate

to the first k search directions , and for quadratic termination i t is

necessary to search along n mutually conjugate directions.

Ir we compare the Fletcher-Reeves algorithm with the

Davidon-Fletcher-Powell (DFP) or complementary DFP algori thm as used in

[Hei87]. we see that both have that property of quadratic termination, and

they both produce mutually conjugate search directions.

One drawback to the Fletcher-Reeves algorithm is that it requires very

accurate 1ine-searches which can weIl become a very time-consuming task.

Another drawback is that no approximation is made on the inverse Hessian

matrix, which possibly has negative influence on the performance of the

algorithm when applied on nonquadratic functions. However. in cases where

the number of variables (n) is very large and computer memory is limited

the Fletcher-Reeves algori thm is thc logical al ternative for the

(complementary) DFP algorithm due to the similarities stated above, and the

fact that the Fletcher-Reeves algorithm requires storage only of the

previous direction vector (storage of order n), as opposed to the

(complementary) DFP-algori thm where a matrix of dimension nxn is to be
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APPENDIX B. INTERESTING tdTWC'S

Interesting tdTWC's

This appendix lists all the ehannels that are interesting as defined in

ehapter 2. The naming of ehannels and part-patterns follows [Jae86]. For

the number of interesting ehannels we see:

Symmetrie T-ehannels: 11

Symmetrie non T-ehannels: 3

Asymmetrie T-ehannels: 66

Asymmetrie non T-ehannels: 88

Total: 168.

If one wants to find out on what rule a eertain ehannel is deleted from the

interesting ehannels below one should consult [Hei87.App.A]. If a eharmel

isn't deleted due to one of the Out-rules I, 2 or 3 it is deleted due to

the faet that i ts Shannonbounds eoineide or that the ehannel subdivides

into reetangular struetures only, so if one isn't able to find a eertain

ehannel in [Hei87.App.A] one should check i ts Shannonbounds or parti tion

pattern to see that i t is deleted on one of the other two rules given

above.

Symmetrie T-ehannels:

[2.2]

d
S5.5

a
S6.6'

S7.7

Part-pattern: 4 ~ BMC
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b
8 10 . 10

e
8 11. 11

a b d
8 12 . 12 , 8 12 . 12 , 8 12 . 12

a
8 13 . 13

8ymmetrie non T-ehannels:

Asymmetrie T-ehannels:

b e
89.13,89.13

i
89 . 12 ,

b
8 10 . 13

g i c e
85 . 12 , 85 . 12 , 85 . 13 , 85 . 13

a d f e
86.11,86.11,86.11,86.12'
ede

86.13,86.13,86.13

[2,3J eq. [3.2J Part-patterns: 16, 17, 21, 22, 25, 26

b b
83 . 12 , 83 ,13

b e b e e
85.6,85.9,85.11,85.11,85.12'

d b bil a
86 .6 , 86 . 7 , 86 . 9 , 86 . 9 , 86 ,9' 86 . 10 ,

e f h b
86.12,86.12,86.12,86.13'

e a b ,.a
87 . 9 , 87 . 10 , 87 . 12 , 87 . 12 , ~7.13

8~.11· ~.12' 8~.12' 8~.12' 8~.12' 8~.12'
a a e d a

8 10 . 11 , 8 10 . 12 , 8 10 . 12 , 8 10 . 12 , 8 10 . 13 ,

ede e
8 11 . 12 , 8 11 . 12 , 8 11 . 12 , 8 11 . 13

e e f a bed
8 12 . 12 , 812.12,812.12,812.13' 8 12 . 13 , 8 12 . 13 , 8 12 . 13
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Asymmetrie non T-ehannels:

b f ~I!
85 .7 , 85 .9 , ~5.9

b e
85 . 12 , 85 . 12

g h . k
86 . 9 , 86 .9 , 8~.9' 86 . 9

b g i
86.12,86.12,86.12

h i
85 .6 , 85 .6 ,

e a
85 . 11' 85 . 12 '

d e f
86 .9 , 86 . 9 , 86 . 9 ,

e e a
86.11,86.11,86.12'

[2,3]

b
82 . 5 ,

a
83 . 5 ,

e
84 .9 ,

b
85 . 5 ,

eq. [3.2] Part-patterns: 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 20

e a d
82 . 5 , 82 . 12 , 82 . 12

b ~ b b a b a ~

83 . 5 , ~3.6' 83.6,83.7,83.9,83.10,83.11' 83 . 11 , 83 . 12 , ~3.13

b a e
84 . 10 , 84 . 12 , 84 . 12

f g ede
85 .5 , 85 . 5 , 85 .6 , 85 .6 , 85 .6 ,

h i b d
85 .9 , 85 .9 , 85 . 10 , 85 . 10 ,

f j b
85 . 12 , 85 . 12 , 85 . 13

b e a a e
86 . 6 , 86 . 6 , 86 . 7 , 86 . 9 , 86 . 9 ,

b e b
86 . 10 , 86 . 10 , 86 . 11 ,

%.13

8~.9' S;.11

S:.12
a bef f g h f

89.11,89.11,89.11,89.11,89.12,89.12' 89.12,89.13
b b

8 10 . 11 , 8 10 . 12
b a b a

811.11,811.12' 811.12,811.13
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APPENDIX C. nIRESHOLD SETIINGS FOR MARKOV SfRATEGIFS

This appendix lists threshold settings for the Markov-strategies given in

ehapter 3. Noted should be that the given thresholds maximize R12 + ~1'

whieh for symmetrie ehannels equals the equal rate point. Before interpre

ting the numerical values below one should first read seetion 3.1 below

figure 3. 1 . 1 .

S3.3 (figure 3.2.3):

X[I] = X[3] = 0.61783

X[2] = X[4] = 0.80892

X[5] = X[6] = 0.07681

X[7] = X[8] = 0.29302

Aehieved ratepair: (RI2(X),R21 (X» = (0.55867,0.55867)

~.6 (figure 3.3.3):

X[I] = 0.58355

X[2] =0.45741

X[3] = 0.86232

X[4] = 0.66964

X[5] = 0.22324

X[6] = 0.61596

Aehieved ratepair: (RI2(X),R21 (X» = (0.79621,0.53393)
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b
SIO.IO (figure 3.4.4):

X[l] = X[2] = 0.13535

X[3] = X[4] = 0.66560

X[5] = X[6] = 0.36639

Thresholds settings for Markov strategies

Achieved ratepair: (R12(~).R21(~» = (0.59731.0.59731)

The extended Markov-strategy achieves: (0.59761,0.59761). but for this

strategy no thresholds settings are given because of the marginal gain upon

the strategy of figure 3.4.4.

d .SS.S (figure 3.5.5).

X[ 1] = 0.39182

X[ 2] = 0.60049

X[ 3] = 0.39952

X[ 4] = 0.79133

X[ 5] = 0

X[ 6] = 1 (1 - X[ 5])

X[ 7] = 0.14621

X[ 8] = 0.85379 (1 - X[ 7])

X[ 9] = 0.22747

X[10] = 0.77253 (1 - X[ 9])

X[ll] = 0.40361

X[12] = 0.59639 (1 - X[ll])

X[13] = 0.13038

X[14] = 0.86962 (1 - X[14])

X[15] = 0.30706

X[16] = 0.69294 (1 - X[15])
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Achieved ratepair: (R12(~).R21(~» = (0.46614.0.46614)

S3.? (figure 3.6.3):

X[1] = 0.45119

X[2] = 0.90237

X[3] = 0.58290

X[4] = 0.79145

X[5] = 0.20172

X[6] = 0.B7175

X[7] =0.23875

X[B] = 0.38062

Achieved ratepair: (R12(~).R21(~» = (0.79585.0.50794)
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APPENDIX D. TIIRESHOLD SETIINGS OF TIIE IS-STRATEGY FOR Sd5.5

R
12

=~1 =0.45698 trits/transmission

1: 0.401870 23: 21 45: 39

2: 0.623194 24: 22 46: 40

3: 0.00000o 25: 0.00000o 41: 39

4: 0.115991 26: 0.00000o 48: 40

5: 3 21: 21 49: 39

6: 4 28: 22 50: 40

1: 0.00000o 29: 21 51 : 0.150510

8: 0.401810 30: 22
52: 0.209296

9: 0.623194 31: 25 53: 51

10: 0.623194 32: 26 54: 52

11: 9 33: 0.00000o 55: 51

12: 10 34: 0.00000o 56: 52

13: 9 35: 33 51: 0.115991

14: 10 36: 34 58: 0.115991

15: 0.623194 31: 0.00000o 59: 0.223102

16: 0.623194 38: 0.00000o 60: 0.264818

11: 1.00000o 39: 0.115991 61 : 51

18: 1.00000o 40: 0.115991 62: 58

19: 15 41 : 39 63: 51

20: 16 42: 40 64: 58

21 : 0.00000o 43: 39 65: 59

22: 0.00000o 44: 40 66: 60
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67: 57 94: 0.623194 121: 111

68: 58 95: 93 122: 112

69: 0.401870 96: 94 123: 111

70: 0.401870 97: 93 124: 112

71 : 0.401870 98: 94 125: 113

72: 0.401870 99: 93 126: 114

73: 69 100: 94 127: 111

74: 70 101 : 93 128: 112

75: 0.401870 102: 94 129: 0.623194

76: 0.459412 103: 93 130: 0.623194

77: 75 104: 94 131: 129

78: 76 105: 93 132: 130

79: 0.484794 106: 94 133: 0.623194

80: 0.517137 101: 93 134: 0.623194

81 : 75 108: 94 135: 0.764373

82: 76 109: 93 136: 0.819437

83: 75 110: 94 137: 135

84: 76 111: 0.623194 138: 136

85: 79 112: 0.623194 139: 0.623194

86: 80 113: 0.623194 140: 1.00000o

87: 75 114: 0.623194 141: 129

88: 76 115: 111 142: 130

89: 75 116: 112 143: 129

90: 76 117: 111 144: 130

91 : 79 118: 112 145: 133

92: 80 119: 113 146: 134

93: 0.623194 120: 114 147: 0.623194
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148: 0.623194 175: 171 202: 198

149: 147 176: 172 203: 0.00000o

150: 148 177: 165 204: 0.00000o

151 : 147 178: 166 205: 0.00000o

152: 148 179: 167 206: 0.00000o

153: 1.00000o 180: 168 207: 205

154: 1.00000o 181: 165 208: 206

155: 153 182: 166 209: 0.00000o

156: 154 183: 0.376805 210: 0.376805

157: 153 184: 0.778676 211: 0.180563

158: 154 185: 0.00000o 212: 0.321741

159: 147 186: 0.376805 213: 211

160: 148 187: 0.376905 214: 212

161 : 147 188: 0.376005 215: 209

162: 148 189: 187 216: 210

163: 147 190: 188 217: 211

164: 148 191 : 0.662685 218: 212

165: 0.764373 192: 0.662685 219: 211

166: 0.819437 193: 0.376805 220: 212

167: 1.00000o 194: 0.376805 221: 0.180563

168: 1.00000o 195: 191 222: 0.321741

169: 165 196: 192 223: 0.00000o

170: 166 197: 0.778676 224: 0.00000o

171: 1.00000o 198: 1.00000o 225: 221

172: 1.00000o 199: 197 226: 222

173: 1.00000o 200: 198 227: 0.376805

174: 1.00000o 201: 197 228: 0.376805
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229: 0.376805 257: 0.513797 285: 281

230: 0.376805 258: 0.620909 286: 282

231: 227 259: 0.662685 287: 275

232: 228 260: 0.662685 288: 276

233: 227 261: 259 289: 277

234: 228 262: 260 290: 278

235: 229 263: 0.376805 291: 275

236: 230 264: 0.376805 292: 276

237: 227 265: 0.376805 293: 0.662685

238: 228 266: 0.3768ai 294: 0.778676

239: 0.376805 2J37: 265 295: 293

240: 0.376805 268: 266 296: 294

241: 239 269: 257 297: 293

242: 240 210: 258 298: 294

243: 239 211: 259 299: 0.569380

244: 240 212: 260 300: 0.719950

245: 0.376805 213: 259 301: 299

246: 0.376805 214: 260 302: 300

247: 245 215: 0.662685 303: 299.

248: 246 276: 0.662685 304: 300

249: 245 277: 0.662685 305: 293

250: 246 218: 0.662685 306: 294

251: 245 219: 215 307: 293

252: 246 280: 216 308: 294

253: 245 281: 0.376805 309: 293

254: 246 282: 0.376805 310: 294

255: 245 283: 0.376805 311: 0.778676

256: 246 284: 0.376805 312: 0.778676
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313: 0.778676 342: 330

314: 0.778676 343: 331

315: 313 344: 332

316: 314 345: 329

317: 311 346: 330

318: 312 347: 1.00000o

319: 313 348: 1.00000o

320: 314 349: 347

321 : 313 350: 348

322: 314 351: 347

323: 311 352: 348

324: 312 353: 347

325: 313 354: 348

326: 314 355: 347

327: 313 356: 348

328: 314 357: 347

329: 0.942458 358: 348

330: 0.942458 359: 347

331: 0.884733 360: 348

332: 0.967657 361: 347

333: 329 362: 348

334: 330 363: 347

335: 329 364: 348

336: 330

337: 331

338: 332

339: 329

340: 330

341: 329
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